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Grass-fed cattle ranching is growing in popularity, but the characteristics and 

motivations of the ranchers, however, remain undefined. Based in Texas and using a mail 

survey and interviews with three grass-fed, three organic, and three conventional ranchers 

to identify some of their distinctive characteristics, this study achieved similar results to 

those comparing organic and conventional farmers. Grass-fed cattle ranchers tend to have 

high levels of education, approach ranching as a second career, and possess outside 

income sources. Motivated as much by ethics as economics, they embrace grass-fed 

methods primarily because they believe them to be healthiest for animals, humans, and 

the land. They eschew organic certification primarily because they perceive government 

regulations to be influenced by large conventional competitors, and they market their 

beef directly, often locally. Although many hope to expand their herd, most grass-fed 

cattle ranchers believe they are resisting “conventionalization” and say that they feel 

more self-sufficient and satisfied thanks to their choices. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

 
In the fall of 2004, as I was investigating the organic dairy industry in Wisconsin 

and Minnesota, several dairy farmers informed me that they expected the organic meat 

industry to be the next sector of organic agriculture to expand rapidly. The national media 

echoed these farmers’ expectations; in 2006, the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, 

and Los Angeles Times all ran stories about the potential popularity of organic and grass-

fed beef, perhaps because cattle and cowboys possess great cultural resonance as well as 

economic and culinary importance and appeal (Moran 2006; Squires 2006; Aldrich 

2006).  

 I originally planned to study the differences between organic and conventional 

beef production in this project, but I quickly discovered that barely any organic ranches 

exist in Texas. Instead, at the Austin Farmers Market, in Whole Foods, and at a Waco 

conference for the Texas Organic Farmers and Growers Association, I continually ran 

into grass-fed cattle ranchers. They shared many of the same characteristics that I had 

observed in organic farmers: excitement about their own methods, criticism of 

conventional practices, and distrust of corporations, but they were reluctant to embrace 

the USDA organic certification system.   

 This thesis seeks to understand the dynamics of grass-fed ranching. What are the 

common characteristics among grass-fed ranchers, and are they different from organic 

farmers? Why, unlike many of their counterparts in produce and dairy farming, have they 

rejected organic certification, and what is the distinct appeal of grass-fed ranching?  

 To understand them, it is useful to begin with some background on the history and 

conflicts of alternative agriculture.  

 

The Evolution of Modern Organic Agriculture 

Concerns about conventional agriculture are nothing new, but they have become 

particularly prominent in the public psyche as the achievements and shortcomings of 

large-scale agriculture, dependent on mechanization, fertilizers, and herbicides, have 

become clear. These innovations were first introduced in the 1930s and may have 

culminated with the Green Revolution, the post-World War II effort to transform 
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agriculture in developing nations by importing modern techniques. Once thought to have 

solved the problem of feeding the world, the Green Revolution may have actually done 

more to jumpstart alternative agriculture than any other event. During the social upheaval 

of the 1960s, many Americans rallied around the “back to the land” movement to express 

their unease with mainstream culture. Lack of training and the reality of labor-intensive 

farming doomed many of their efforts, but some farmers persevered, calling their 

methods “organic” to distinguish them from conventional competitors. 

What began as a rebellion against mainstream agriculture is now an enormous 

agricultural sector in its own right. As organic farms multiplied in the seventies and 

eighties, particularly in the northeast, upper Midwest, and northwest, some states 

established organic certification programs to define the term and avoid fraud. By the late 

eighties, Congress took notice, and in 1990, spearheaded by Senator Pat Leahy of 

Vermont, it passed the Organic Food Production Act to create a national definition of 

organic.  

After twelve years of bureaucratic dithering, the USDA’s National Organic 

Program (NOP) went into effect in 2002. The idea behind the NOP is simple—if a farmer 

abides by certain standards regarding the inputs to his land and animals, a private 

certifying agent will, for a fee, rule that his farm is organic. He then gains the right to 

place the USDA organic seal on his product, which allows consumers to make an 

informed purchase. 

 Seven years later, despite the fact that the organic sector continues to grow by 

leaps and bounds—it was worth $16.9 billion in 2006, up 22.1% from 2005, accounting 

for nearly 3% of all food sales in the US—the popular image of organic is better known 

than the actual USDA definition (Organic Trade Association 2007). Taking twelve years 

for the USDA to issue the NOP rules foreboded problems. Despite the ballooning size of 

the organic industry, the definition of organic remains controversial.  

The problem lies in the origin of the organic movement. Early organic farmers 

viewed their methods as a means to simultaneously provide wholesome food and 

empower small farmers by giving them a niche to compete against mainstream 

agriculture. But nowhere do NOP rules mention anything about farm size or labor 

standards. There are two contingents that particularly antagonize organic traditionalists: 
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old organic farmers whose operations have grown tremendously, and mainstream 

agriculturalists who have moved into the organic sector to make more money. Critics of 

the NOP fear “conventionalization”—the blurring of the difference between most organic 

and conventional operations. Successful competition means cutting costs, which in 

practice encourages developing economies of scale, with vast landholdings and cheap 

migrant labor.  

As much as Whole Foods trumpets its dedication to the local, the vast majority of 

its products travel through a regional distribution center before ending up on its shelves. 

It does not usually make sense, financially or logistically for them to buy from a 

multitude of small local suppliers.  

Instead, small farmers and ranchers often sell to local stores, especially natural 

food co-ops and farmers markets. Such venues allow them to connect to consumers with 

a clear preference for organic and local products. 60% of organic farmers with less than 

10 acres of land directly market their product to consumers, while only 12% of farmers 

with more than 10 acres do, according to a 1994 USDA survey (Greene 2002). Small 

producers speak enthusiastically of “eliminating the middleman;” however, this phrase 

fails to acknowledge that rather than truly shedding those responsibilities, the producer 

assumes them. Nonetheless, such outlets are growing in popularity. In 1994, 1,775 

farmers markets existed across the US, but by 2000, there were 2,863. Approximately 

66,700 farmers were using farmers markets in 2000 to sell to 2.7 million customers—a 

threefold increase since 1994 (Greene 2002). 

Supermarkets, most notably Whole Foods, have observed these trends and 

successfully made inroads on what was once the domain of small retailers, usually by 

purchasing from organic farms far larger than 10 acres. In the early nineties, natural foods 

stores old 68% of all organic products and supermarkets only 7%, but by 2002, 

supermarkets sold 73% of organic products (Dimitri 2002). 

An additional outlet for small producers is Community Supported Agriculture 

(CSA). Producers who run CSAs deliver a consistent volume of seasonal products to 

local customers, who pay a fixed weekly price or volunteer a number of hours of labor. 

Such arrangements are especially popular among advocates for local agriculture (they 

call themselves “locavores”), who hope that CSAs will revitalize small farms and 
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enhance the sense of community. In 2002, there were 800 CSAs, mostly organic, selling 

4% of the country’s organic produce. While their overall share of the organic sector has 

likely diminished in subsequent years, the number of CSAs has undoubtedly grown 

substantially since 2002 (Dimitri 2002). Many qualify for organic certification but 

eschew it due to cost. 

Many advocates for such small-scale alternative farming initiatives feel betrayed 

by conventionalization, but they tend to overlook its positive effects. The quality of food 

available to American consumers is improving enormously. Is it better to support small 

farmers or provide Wal-Mart’s millions of customers with access to cheap organic food? 

This debate is complicated, and I will not try to resolve it here, but it is essential 

to appreciate it to understand why some producers resist growth and the perilous promise 

of the USDA organic standards.  

 

The Cattle Industry 

 Like many industries, the cattle business has many different and often misleading 

names to distinguish its product. This thesis deals primarily with three: conventional, 

grass-fed, and organic, but natural is sometimes used as well, though it refers to the final 

product, not the actual animal. The following definitions, listed from least to most 

stringent, will be used throughout the paper. 

Conventional beef (a term never used in advertising) refers to the standard 

product one finds at the supermarket USDA regulations allow the use of fertilizers and 

herbicides for growing pasture and grain, and they permit adding growth hormones and 

subtherapeutic antibiotics to feed. Conventional beef’s great advantage is cheapness 

(omitting the issue of economic externalities) and efficiency, but its reputation has 

suffered in the wake of Mad Cow Disease outbreaks and muckraking investigations in 

books such as Fast Food Nation, which drew attention with its detailed descriptions of 

crowded feedlots and exploitative labor practices. 

Unlike conventional chicken or hog operations, the cattle industry has resisted 

vertical integration (concentrated ownership of the entire chain of production). This may 

have to do with individualistic nature of cattlemen as well as the enormous amount of 

pasture necessary to run even a small herd. Cattle are relatively easy to raise as long as 
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they have access to grass, and they are a source of prestige because cowboys and the 

open range are so prominent in American culture. John Fraser Hart writes, “On many 

farms cattle are little more than lawn ornaments for city folk who enjoy playing cowboy 

on weekends” (Hart 2003: 41).  

Conventional cattle development occurs in three distinct phases. A cow/calf 

operator maintains a herd of cows that ideally each produce a calf every spring, when 

grass grows best. The calves spend the summer grazing with the mother cows, but in the 

fall, when they weigh 350-400 lbs., the rancher weans them. He can keep them over the 

winter or, if he lacks the feed or needs the money, sell them to or contract with a 

“stocker” rancher, who will run them on pasture until the following summer, when they 

change hands once more. Now weighing 500-600 lbs., the cattle move to a feed yard, 

where “finishing” occurs.  The animals feast on a variety of grains, especially corn, to 

increase or alter fat content and texture (marbling). Implants (growth hormones) are often 

added to accelerate the process—the longer an animal stays in the yard, the more it costs 

the owner. The intense crowding of feedlots would be ideal for the spread of disease were 

it not for antibiotics included in the cattle’s feed. Finishing lasts 120 to 200 days, after 

which the animal is slaughtered (harvested) (Lawrence 2006). Conventional cattle thus 

spend relatively little time in feedlots, but the finishing period is critical to producing the 

beef consumers seem to prefer. The quicker an animal puts on weight, the less money its 

owner spends on feed, so there is considerable incentive to speed an animal’s 

development, artificially or through breeding. In the wake of the furor over Mad Cow 

Disease, the USDA has forbidden the sale of cattle older than 30 months, when the 

animal becomes more likely to carry Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE). Such 

regulations, while popular and perhaps prudent, add another incentive to accelerate 

animal growth. 

 There is no consensus on what constitutes healthy cattle. Natural beef, grass-fed 

cattle, and organic cattle are attempts at drawing a distinction with conventional beef, but 

they differ in approach and extent.  

 The USDA began promoting “natural” beef in the sixties when beef profits were 

low and American culinary tastes were becoming more upscale (Young 1998). The term 

refers only to the meat, not the method of raising the animal, and it means that after 
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slaughter, natural beef receives minimal processing and additives—i.e. natural beef 

contains no artificial colors, flavors, or preservatives. 

 Such a definition is problematic, however, because all manner of antibiotics, 

growth hormones, pesticides and fertilizers may be involved in the raising of the cattle. 

Natural beef producers have generally moved toward consensus that antibiotics and 

growth hormones should be avoided, and they often add a second label affirming such 

practices (Lawrence 2006). Nonetheless, like organic beef before the NOP rules, natural 

beef is vulnerable to exploitation by unscrupulous producers unless consumers carefully 

research their purchases.   

 Some ranchers distinguish their beef by only feeding their cattle grass, which has 

resonated with a health-conscious public because studies have shown grass-fed beef to 

have high levels of Vitamin A, conjugated linoleic acid (CLA), and omega-3 fatty acids, 

as the literature review will detail. However, consensus over how to define grass-fed 

(sometimes called grass-finished) is elusive. Given the American climate, it is impossible 

to leave cattle on pasture year round in most states. When indoors, some ranchers 

supplement the diet of grass-fed cattle with grain. Also, during the period of finishing, 

when the cow awaits slaughter, grain is a more convenient feed for feedlots, but purists 

argue that such a strategy misleads consumers and diminishes the health benefits of a 

grass-fed diet 

 The USDA has searched for resolution. In 2002, its Agricultural Marketing 

Service (AMS) proposed defining grass-fed cattle as deriving 80% of their energy from 

grass, pasture, or forage. This did nothing to appease critics, however, since an animal 

could still be finished on grain for the last fifth of its life according to these rules, so the 

proposal was shelved (Lawrence 2006). In 2007, a new set of rules was released, which 

became final that October after a period of public comment. Working with the Portland-

based nonprofit Food Alliance, the AMS created a new definition that allows certification 

for operations that permit cattle access to pasture during the growing season (last frost to 

first frost) and only feed them stored grass. The certification process is voluntary, so a 

producer can refer to his beef as grass-fed without USDA inspection, though he may not 

use the USDA grass-fed label. 
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The main grass-fed trade group, the American Grassfed Association (AGA), has 

rejected the USDA rules because they allow ranchers to add antibiotics and growth 

hormones to feed and ensure only minimal access to pasture. In an October 2007 press 

release, it declared, “We are certain that the confusion on the part of the consumer will 

increase as the consumer’s expectations of grass-fed products do not appear to be served 

by this labeling standard” (American Grassfed Association 2007). The USDA rules went 

into effect in November 2007, while the AGA announced an alternate certification 

program restricting antibiotics except in an emergency, after which an animal must be 

taken out of the herd. The AGA rules also forbid adding growth hormones to feed and 

state that an animal must be on range, pasture, or paddock with at least 80% forage cover 

at all times except in emergency (American Grassfed Association 2006).  

 Organic beef, denoted by the green USDA seal, is subject to inspection for a fee 

by private certification agencies, which are in turn certified by the USDA. It is illegal for 

a producer to refer to his cattle as organic if they are uncertified, which is different from 

the new grass-fed certification system. Organic cattle do not need to be grass-fed, but any 

grain they feed on must be certified organic, which denotes that it is grown on land that 

has not been sprayed with artificial fertilizers or herbicides for a minimum of three years. 

Growth hormones, antibiotics, plastic pellets for roughage, and feed formulas containing 

animal byproducts are prohibited from their diet If an animal does become sick, it may be 

treated with antibiotics, but thereafter it must be treated as conventional, just as the AGA 

grass-fed rules stipulate. The organic NOP rules do not include explicit requirements 

about the scale of organic operations, so organic cattle can be finished on a feedlot as 

long as they have “access” to pasture, though the crowded conditions would make such a 

technique dangerous without antibiotics.  

 

Demand for Alternatives to Conventional beef and the Cost of Production 

A 2000 study at Colorado State University demonstrated the viability of the 

market for alternative beef. Researchers surveyed 1,400 participants regarding their 

willingness to pay extra for natural beef, of whom 38% were willing to pay a 10% price 

premium for natural steak, while 14% would pay 20% more. 67% were willing to buy 
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natural ground beef with a 12% premium, while 29% would buy it with a 23% premium 

(Grannis and Thilmany 2000). 

One country, Uruguay, is actually positioning its beef export industry around the 

potential market for grass-fed beef in the United States (Boland 2007). Following the 

example of New Zealand lamb producers, Uruguayan beef exporters hope to take 

advantage of their country’s pasture-based feeding regimen as well as its identification 

and tracking system for cattle, which was originally developed to combat smuggling and 

requires paperwork for all animal sales and moves. Uruguay exports 75% of its beef, 

which comprises only 5% of all beef traded internationally, which may allow it to be 

overshadowed by countries with a larger quota, including Australia, New Zealand, and 

Canada. While US quotas constrain beef imports, Uruguayan producers hope that by 

establishing a reputation for high-quality, healthy Uruguayan beef, they can out compete 

domestic and foreign competitors.  

Nonetheless, despite the growth of the organic industry as a whole, suppliers have 

been unable to keep up with the demand for organic beef, although the number of 

certified organic cattle increased by 54% between 2002 and 2005 (USDA ERS 2005). 

The perceived complexity of raising organic cattle, the cost of conversion, and the 

scarcity of organic feed may all be factors in hindering adequate supply  (Lawrence 

2006). The same problem exists for grass-fed operations; it takes a couple of years to 

raise a steer to maturity, and conventional cattle cannot be relabeled as grass-fed, so there 

is considerable lag time in responding to market conditions.  

Lawrence has compared the cost of producing organic grass-fed and grain fed 

cattle with conventional grain fed cattle and calculated the minimum price per pound of 

meat necessary to cover expenses. Costs vary enormously, as the ethanol boom’s effect 

on corn prices has dramatically demonstrated. Lawrence relies on the forecast of the Food 

and Agricultural Policy Research Institute, which predicted average grain and grass 

prices between 2005-2011.  

Table 1 illuminates a few key points about the economics of raising different 

types of cattle. Conventional cattle are cheaper to raise than their organic and grass-fed 

counterparts primarily because their feed is so inexpensive. Organic feed can sell for as 

much as 200% higher than conventional grain, though such premiums may decrease as 
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the infrastructure of organic feed mills catches up to demand. Conventional cattle also 

mature more quickly because they may be fed growth hormones, decreasing the cost of 

maintenance.  

Table 1 

 Organic grass-fed Organic grain fed Conventional 
Total feed cost $610  $697  $294  
Total costs $1,345  $1,484  $1,017  
Days post weaning 366 329 303 
Final weight 1,029 1,252 1,401 
Carcass weight 623 783 876 
Price to cover costs $2.20  $1.92  $1.18  

 

It is important to note that Lawrence may well have overstated the cost of raising 

grass-fed cattle. He does not account for regional variation among cattle producers; 

Texan grass-fed cattle, for instance, are likely to spend a great deal of time on pasture, 

thereby sharply reducing the need to purchase hay and alfalfa. Furthermore, he has not 

factored in the cost of certifying animals as organic, which would increase the cost of his 

organic predictions. Nonetheless, his analysis helps explain why grass-fed and organic 

beef are so expensive at the supermarket. 
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Chapter Two: Methodology 

 
 As John Fraser Hart has written, “The best way to understand farms is to talk to 

the people who are trying to make a living by farming” (Hart 1993: 13). Accordingly, I 

chose interviews of conventional, grass-fed, and organic ranchers as my primary method 

of data collection. 

 These sessions were semi-structured and occurred during ranch visits, which was 

essential because it allowed me to observe the workings of the ranches. There is 

considerable precedent for geographers and other researchers relying on interviews in 

studies of conventional and organic farmers (Lockeretz 1995; McCann 1997; Egri 1999; 

Fairwether 1999) I asked my rancher subjects about the size, age, and history of their 

ranch, why they use particular methods of raising cattle, if they consider others, where 

they sell their meat, how they slaughter their cattle, etc. These questions did not take a 

particular order, however, allowing the interview to drift to subjects that the ranchers 

were most inclined to discuss.  

Gaining and maintaining participants’ trust was of paramount importance. 

Therefore I did not record the interviews electronically but relied on a pen, notebook, and 

camera for records.  

I originally planned to include nine case-studies—three each of organic, grass-fed, 

and conventional ranchers in the Blackland Prairie, to the east of Austin, the Hill 

Country, to the west, and the Trans-Pecos, to allow for more direct comparisons between 

their various methods. The scarcity of organic ranchers made a greater number of 

comparative interviews impossible. The Texas Department of Agriculture had only 

certified three organic ranchers when I began the project, and querying other certifying 

agencies active in Texas were fruitless. Furthermore, West Texas has no grass-fed 

ranchers, so I substituted an extra interview with a grass-fed rancher in the Hill Country 

and found a conventional, “holistic” rancher in the Trans-Pecos. By using what Duram 

calls “a pragmatic behavioral approach,” I tried to bring out the background, depth, and 

complexity of the dynamics affecting rancher decisions about their techniques (Duram 

2004: 92).  
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 Additionally, borrowing a technique deployed by other researchers of organic 

farming, I sent a mail survey to 35 grass-fed ranchers (Duram 1997; Rickson 1999). 

Surveys broadened the range of data collected and allowed my findings to be more 

conclusive. Ideally, a similar survey would have also gone to organic and conventional 

ranchers. However, such a pool of organic ranchers does not exist, nor is there a 

representative list of conventional ranchers from which to glean addresses. My efforts to 

persuade rancher groups such as the Southwest and Texas Cattlemen’s Association and 

Texas Beef Council to part with member lists were unsuccessful due to their concerns 

about privacy.  

Selection of interview subjects relied on internet searches, local friends, contacts 

from the Texas Organic Farmers and Growers Association, and forays to the weekly 

Austin Farmers’ Market For the mail survey, which I sent only to grass-fed ranchers, I 

used listings from the Eatwild.com website, which exists to aid small farmers and 

ranchers sell their products. According to Jo Robinson, the website’s founder and a 

successful journalist, “Eatwild is by far the most comprehensive database of pasture-

based ranchers.” 
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Chapter Three: Literature Review 
 

Methodological Approaches 

Unsurprisingly, a mammoth body of literature discusses agriculture and ranching. 

Geographers approach these subjects from a variety of angles, but they have particularly 

adopted the approaches of two sub-disciplines, Cultural Ecology and Political Ecology, to 

explain agriculture.  

In short, Cultural Ecology asserts that cultural attitudes and hierarchies are 

primarily responsible for how groups adapt their agricultural practices, while Political 

Ecology argues that politics and economics are the principal factors. Unfortunately, the 

polarization of the debate has encouraged many researchers to choose sides, obscuring 

the reality that culture and politics both affect agriculture. 

Rural geography is a small subfield of geography, but its practitioners, 

unencumbered by theoretical allegiances, have produced many of the best studies on 

alternative farming. The sub-discipline is critical and practical, and its reliance on mixed 

methods and emphasis on fieldwork and qualitative interviewing provides a nuanced 

portrait of its subjects.  

Although few rural geographers studying alternative agriculture are preoccupied 

with theory, their qualitative analysis techniques, exemplified by extended, semi-

structured interviews to ascertain a broad and deep portrayal of a farmer’s situation is in 

keeping with progressive contextualization, a research method championed by Andrew 

Vayda beginning in 1983. In his words, “these procedures involve focusing on significant 

human activities or people-environment interactions and then explaining these 

interactions by placing them within progressively wider or denser contexts.” The 

researcher investigates a question by examining specific activities and then works 

outward, thereby appreciating the full complexity of cause and effects. Vayda particularly 

advocates for accepting a “rationality principle”—i.e. that human subjects act 

rationally—, “comparative knowledge of context,” and “the principle of pursuing the 

surprising.” Although such exhortations may seem superfluous, the timing of the piece, 

following the quantitative revolution, is significant. Vayda cites various advantages of 

progressive contextualization techniques, including avoiding erroneous assumptions 
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about research subjects, flexibility of study periods, and pragmatic results. His example 

has undoubtedly assisted the viability of subsequent research projects (Vayda 1983).  

John Fraser Hart uses simpler language to describe his research techniques, but 

he, too, focuses on individual activities to illuminate larger trends.  

My basic field research technique has been the open-ended interview, 
which has been governed by three fundamental principles. First, I have 
tried to keep my eyes, ears, and notebook open, and my mouth shut. 
Second, I try to ask intelligent questions and to listen carefully to what 
people tell me. Third, I am a gullible skeptic. I believe everything I see 
and am told, but I test everything I see and hear against all that I know and 
can find out (Hart 1993: 14).  
 

Hart advocates incorporating a wide variety of perspectives to shed light upon one’s 

subject, including historical and contemporary accounts. He also relies heavily upon 

USDA farm census data. If not splashy, the approach is easy to follow and effective, 

though Hart does sometimes shift from reportage to editorializing.  

 Mark Kramer, another author who investigates the politics and economics of 

American farming in Three Farms, acknowledges the paradoxical nature of his work. “I 

have approached the lengthy task of assembling a book about these people with no more 

pretense of objectivity than the heartfelt desire to be accurate” (Kramer 1980: xi). But 

despite this tension, he writes, like Hart, “Ultimately, the best way I know to discover the 

politics of our food supply is to remember the people involved, to see them within the 

system, to see the whole thing operating…I have tried to leave complex situations 

complex.”  

Generally, these techniques fit within humanistic geography, a sub-discipline 

described by Yi-Fu Tuan. “Humanistic geography achieves an understanding of the 

human world by studying people’s relations with nature, their geographical behavior as 

well as their feelings and ideas in regard to space and place” (Tuan 1976). Tuan 

advocates incorporating “an expansive view of what the human person is and can do,” 

drawing upon history, literature, and the arts as well as science to emphasize human 

awareness and agency.  
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Differences Between Organic and Conventional Farmers 

Duram’s Good Growing details her interviews with five organic farmers scattered 

across the country. She writes, “Essentially I used qualitative data analysis techniques to 

discover the key factors...Theoretically, I am motivated by a pragmatic behavioral 

approach that seeks to understand the context of agricultural concerns by investigating 

farmers’ experiences” (Duram 2004: 92) Her conclusions are broad and tend to 

emphasize the similarity of outlook and method among organic farmers, though she 

acknowledges that they acquire these perspectives in a myriad of ways. She details the 

importance of economic factors in organic farmers’ decisions and the movement toward 

direct marketing, while emphasizing the unstable nature of demand for organic products. 

She also found that organic farmers tend to appreciate soil quality and use techniques 

such as crop rotation to enhance it. They are by necessity independent but rely on other 

organic farmers for information, and they accept risk while avoiding debt. Finally, they 

tend above all to be busy. She concludes, “Organic farming provides a distinct, definable 

method of production that gives farmers more options for selling their crops and the 

opportunity for increased connections with consumers. (Duram 2004: 203)”  

Despite reservations that comparative research between conventional and organic 

farms reinforces the dominant agricultural paradigm and encumbers alternative farming 

with its adjective, the prevalence of conventional methods makes them the standard 

against which researchers identify the characteristics of organic farming (Duram 2004). 

Some have criticized such a comparative approach as overly simplistic, noting that many 

studies attain conflicting results (Stock 2007), but such outcomes may alternatively 

highlight the need for further detailed and intensive research to achieve clarity. Luckily, 

in addition to Duram, researchers have published several illuminating articles specifying 

how organic farmers differ from conventional. 

Organic farmers tend to be younger and include more women than conventional 

farmers (Lockeretz 1995; Duram 1997; Egri 1999). They attain higher levels of education 

and begin farming later in life, and many come from non-farming backgrounds 

(Lockeretz 1995; Egri 1999). Although they perceive themselves as having less 

knowledge about farming than conventional farmers, they express higher levels of 
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satisfaction with their job, are more optimistic about farming, and describe having an 

affinity for “the intangible rewards of farming” (Lockeretz 1995; Rickson 1999). 

A variety of economic and ethical consideration motivates organic farmers. In 

McCann’s 1997 study in southeast Michigan, they ranked “improving soil quality” ahead 

of “profitability of farm” when asked how they determine the success of their farms 

(McCann 1997). Organic farmers tend to be more interested in long-term sustainability 

and more aware of agriculture’s potential for environmental degradation, particularly in 

regard to soil quality and pesticide use. (Duram 1997; McCann 1997; Fairweather 1999). 

Some come from a background that predisposes them to adopt organic methods, while 

others choose it to gain an economic advantage (Fairweather 1999). Unlike conventional 

farmers, organic farmers generally avoid using the government as an information source, 

instead relying on other organic farmers for assistance. (Duram 1997; Egri 1999). In the 

absence of corresponding information about grass-fed and organic ranchers, this study 

will examine whether they have a similar profile to organic farmers.  

 Several West Virginian researchers considered the decision process of 

Appalachian conventional ranchers in expanding to include grass-fed ranching in their 

operation to realize its niche benefits (Lozier et al. 2006). While they identified that the 

ranchers’ process of “self-inventory” is essential to the move, they limited their study to 

four case-studies, precluding any conclusions beyond “the decision to finish cattle on 

pasture cannot be reduced to a prescriptive formula. What is required…is a rich 

description and awareness of the situation, with reference to personal, material and social 

resources.” 

 

Nutritional and Taste Controversies 

Real American men, women and children eat steak because it’s red with 
blood, blood that pumps flavor, iron, vitality, and sex into flaccid bodies. 
For women, steak is better than spinach. For men, it’s better than Viagra. 
With steak, it’s easy to get carried away (Fussell 2008: 5). 
 
As Betty Fussell enthusiastically writes, Americans have a particular affinity for 

beef. In recent years, however, even as cheap steakhouses proliferate, consumer 

preferences have begun to shift. Driven by popular books such as The Omnivore’s 
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Dilemma, public health awareness is generating interest in natural, organic, and grass-fed 

beef (Pollan 2006).  

Researchers have consequently examined the taste and nutritional effects of 

finishing cattle on pasture instead of corn. Grazing and exercise can make meat darker 

and increase the amount of yellow fat, which consumers tend to dislike for cosmetic 

reasons (Nielsen 2005). On the other hand, grazing cattle have higher levels of 

conjugated linoleic acid (CLA), which may prevent cancer, and omega-3 fatty acids, 

which are linked to higher IQ levels (de Groot 2004; Smuts 2004). In a study comparing 

fast food meals made with conventional and organic beef, researchers found that organic 

beef had low levels of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, which is generally thought to 

be the most harmful type of cholesterol (Bray 2007). However, nutritional science is 

anything but clear about what constitutes a healthy diet; in In Defense of Food, Michael 

Pollan has observed, “It is only natural for scientists no less than the rest of us to gravitate 

toward a single, all-encompassing solution” (Pollan 2008: 140). Noting the fickle and 

faddish nature of nutritional research, often driven by the needs of the food industry to 

sell new products, he implicitly cautions against basing one’s diet on the presence or 

absence of particular nutrients. By extension, promoters of organic and grass-fed beef 

might be better served by broadly promoting their product’s health benefits rather than 

merely touting a few nutrients.  

In any case, to many, the decision to purchase grass-fed or conventional beef is a 

matter of taste. In 1998, Kiwi researchers reviewed 15 studies comparing forage and 

grain based cattle feeding systems. They noted the importance of testing beef from 

carcasses with similar weight and degree of fat and concluded that there is no evidence to 

support the claim that either type tastes better providing testing conditions are fair (Muir, 

Deaker, and Brown 1998). 

Nonetheless, in a 2005 study, Sitz et al. examined consumer preferences by 

convening 24 “taste panels” in Chicago and Denver to consider the merits of American 

conventional, Canadian barley fed, and Australian grass-fed strip steaks (Sitz et al. 2005). 

Participants were later allowed to bid in a silent auction for steaks from the same strip 

loins that they had already sampled. They preferred the American corn fed steaks by 

more than three to one, and they were willing to bid nearly two dollars more per pound to 
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obtain it. The domestic steaks achieved higher marks for “flavor, juiciness, tenderness, 

and overall acceptability.” Tasters referred to “off-flavors and off-odors” in the grass-fed 

samples that Sitz speculates may be related to cattle diet, different cattle breeds, or the 

vacuum-aging necessary for shipping and storage (the grass-fed beef came from 

Australia). Neglecting to acknowledge the inherent problem of comparing domestic 

steaks with ones shipped from the other side of the world, he concluded, “Because a 

steady supply of corn-fed beef is available to most consumers in the United States, 

consumers might have become accustomed to the flavor of corn-fed beef and therefore 

prefer it.” Certainly, a parallel study in Australia with imported American corn-finished 

beef would provide an appropriate contrast. Sitz mentions that since a minority of 

participants did prefer grass-fed steak, a niche market for Australian grass-fed beef may 

exist.  

Given that Sitz’s article was published in 2005, it is surprising that he did not use 

American grass-fed steaks in his comparison to neutralize the geographical factors 

affecting the beef. The time for a new study is ripe, though so many variables affect meat 

flavor that any comparison between steaks is likely to be flawed. 

 

The Labeling Debate 

Organic labeling is designed to assist consumers who are willing to pay a 

premium in exchange for buying from producers who meet environmental, labor, and 

health standards, but scholars, farmers, and indeed a large segment of the public (in their 

proposed form, the NOP rules generated 300,000 comments, more than any legislation in 

the entire history of the country) debate the benefits of regulation. Two years before NOP 

rules were finalized, Timothy Vos wrote, “Included among these [controversies] are 

concerns about the identity and status of organic farming in itself” (Vos 2000). Such 

arguments still smolder, particularly among opponents of large-scale organic farming, 

which they often refer to as “conventionalization.” 

Large producers, which often approach organic farming with an eye for profit 

rather than replication of natural ecosystems, increasingly dominate the organic sector, 

making it riskier for small producers to convert to organic methods (Guthman 1998, 

Gomez Tovar et al. 2005). As Karen Kronsky presciently wrote, “Mainstream 
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agricultural producers, manufacturers, and supermarket chains have entered the organic 

marketplace at a time of low prices for commodities at the farm gate, fierce competition 

for retail shelf space, and increasingly sophisticated targeting of consumers. Inevitably, 

these changes in food products offered and in retail outlets will lead to an organic 

agriculture that increasingly resembles the mainstream food industry” (Kronsky 2000). 

Despite their emphasis on human rather than environmental conditions, fair trade 

labeling schemes offer an interesting parallel to organic certification because they share 

the same principle of exchanging sales premiums for higher production standards. Marie-

Christine Renard’s examination of fair trade coffee in Mexico is instructive. Although 

she initially found that “Interstices appear that open the way for small producers and 

middlemen developing certain products on the basis of specific qualities,” she 

subsequently became more critical, asserting that the complexity and centralization of 

international labeling efforts favor large producers, for whom wide distribution and 

annual certification fees pose less of a challenge (Renard 1999; Renard 2005). Renard 

describes labeling as an attempt to escape competition, which is inaccurate because 

attempts to add “specific qualities” to certified products are actually aimed at gaining a 

competitive advantage rather than avoiding the game entirely. However, she ultimately 

acknowledges that labeling is an imperfect method of controlling access to market niches. 

Indeed, Julie Guthman argues that voluntary food labeling, such as the system 

certifying grass-fed beef, enhances rather than impedes corporatization. She writes, 

“They [voluntary labels] are governed by a complex array of 

state/private/NGO/multilateral bodies…they extend property rights to practices where 

none previously existed; they entail forms of enclosure in ways that produce scarcity, 

they attach economic values to ethical behaviors; and, finally, they “devolve” regulatory 

responsibility to consumers” (Guthman 2007). In short, they reinforce rather than resist 

market capitalism, and she suggests place-based labels as a method for counteracting 

globalization. However, Guthman herself has observed that consumers often prefer 

organic foods because they are transparently and simply produced, even at an extra cost 

(Guthman 2004).  

Several geographic studies of forest and coffee certification further illuminate the 

dynamics surrounding organic certification. In Mexico, NGOs have aggressively pushed 
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foresters and landowners to adopt Forest Stewardship Council certification. Locals have 

responded with interest, citing environmental, social, and economic concerns as 

motivating factors. However, pressure from large retailers to provide wood at low prices 

has prevented prices from rising to the point where they offset the cost of certification, so 

producer interest in FSC certification is dwindling (Klooster 2006). 

A case study of organic coffee production in Mexico suggests that community-

level organization dramatically increases organic farmers’ viability. By training their own 

agronomists and controlling the availability of coffee, Mexican farmers have achieved 

marked increases in export sales prices and established their own local points of 

distribution (Bray et al. 2002). Organic Valley, primarily an organic dairy producer, 

pursues a similar strategy in the USA with great success. 

Counterexamples exist, too, however. A Mexican study involving small farmers 

who grow certified organic tomatoes and herbs examined the social effects of 

certification. In this case, certification had unexpectedly increased income inequality 

within villages and created a “culture of surveillance” (Getz and Shreck 2006). The same 

authors surveyed Californian organic farmers, inquiring about incorporating social 

standards into organic certification. Critiquing the social benefits of organic certification, 

they concluded, “Our findings suggest that, at best, lukewarm support for social 

certification within organic agriculture exists…They also question expectations that 

organic agriculture necessarily fosters social or even economic sustainability for most of 

the farmers and farmworkers involved” (Shreck, Getz, and Feenstra 2006). 

To avoid direct competition with large producers, organic farmers thus often rely 

on “alternative rural economies”—farmers’ markets and cooperatives, for instance—to 

become competitive (McCarthy, 2006). Although mainstream agricultural experts, 

including those in geography, often argue that the future of agriculture lies in economies 

of scale, considerable variation in farm size is apparent at the local level (Hart 2003: 13). 

For instance, organic dairy farm size shifts in response to local geography, and the strong 

demand for organic milk encourages producers, especially those with smaller operations, 

to adopt organic methods (Rotz 2007). This thesis examines whether organic and grass-

fed cattle ranchers display similar motivations and employ the same strategies as their 

farmer counterparts or if they are unique. 
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Ranching Culture 

To fully understand the situation of grass-fed and organic ranchers, it is essential 

to place them within the larger Texan and Western ranching culture, one of the most 

evocative and enduring facets of Americana. As in the rest of the world, the cowboy has 

great allure in Texas, and indeed ranching remains an enormous business in the state. The 

2002 USDA agricultural census counted nearly 14 million cattle and calves in Texas, and 

the value of its livestock, including poultry, pigs, and goats, was $10.5 billion. With over 

6,000,000 head of cattle, Texas is, unsurprisingly, the leading cattle producing state in the 

Union (Census of Agriculture 2002).  

Many native Texans who have nothing to do with the cattle industry still strive to 

capture the allure of the cowboy. What the country house is to the English, hobby ranches 

are to wealthy Texans. John Fraser Hart writes, “Beef cattle are undeniably prestigious, 

no matter how small the herd…They legitimize their owner’s ten-gallon hat, shoestring 

necktie, pointy-toed boots, and all of the other glamorous regalia of that great folk hero of 

our society, the cowboy. On many small farms, the cattle are little more than lawn 

ornaments for city folk who enjoy playing cowboy on weekends.” (Hart 2007). 

Mainstream ranchers look down on such pretenders. As Brunson and Wallace 

observe, “It is ironic that one of the few things ranchers and environmentalists often 

agree on is that ‘hobby ranches’ are a blight on the western landscape” (Brunson and 

Wallace 2002: 103). Nevertheless, ranchers cultivate their own style consciously and 

conspicuously, and their regalia are known all over Texas, America, and the world. Paul 

Starrs writes, “Ranchers do, after all, perceive themselves as part of a distinct 

subculture…It involves an elaborate and self-conscious set of values that have little to do 

with functional response to an environment; ranching is truly a ‘culture,’ pluralistic, 

evolving through time, and of substance”  (Starrs 1998: xiv).  

Ranching, always a difficult business, is only getting harder thanks to the rising 

costs of grain and fuel. Like farmers, ranchers are at the mercy of the elements, but they 

tend to be more vulnerable because they are more likely to occupy arid, marginal 

landscapes where farming is impossible without irrigation. Bob Budd observes, “The 

culture of ranching is a dichotomy of certain knowledge and total acceptance of random 

chance” (Budd 2002: 38). Some years are “normal,” but rainfall is so intermittent and 
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unpredictable in ranching landscapes, at least in the short term, that pasture growth varies 

wildly. As Kenneth Meyer, one of my interview subjects who ranches in Fredericksburg, 

said, “It’s either feast or famine.” “With this comes very real knowledge of vulnerability, 

usually hidden behind a veneer of machismo” (Budd 39).  

The insecurity associated with ranching is increasing. Public grazing land 

decreases as public criticism of unsustainable grazing schemes grows and competition 

with other interests such as recreation and mining intensifies (Brunson and Wallace 2002: 

91). Between 1982 and 1997, urban development gobbled 45 percent of pasture and 

rangeland that was taken out of grazing (USDA-NRCS 1997). Although some ranchers 

use rising property values to borrow against, others develop sources of supplemental 

income, whether offering hunting leases, selling plants to landscapers, or working a 

second job off the ranch (Fowler 1987; Sullins et al. 2002: 29). Brunson writes,  

“These days the job may seem even tougher, because ranchers face new 
but equally daunting forces whose origins are largely political and social 
rather than natural or economic…Ranchers hear confusing and often 
contradictory messages from the various groups seeking to influence how 
ranching is done in the West. It’s no wonder, then, that ranchers may find 
it hard to tell where they stand with average Americans” (Brunson and 
Wallace: 91).  
 

In this light, the embrace of qualities such as resilience and isolation 

seems logical, especially as some of the conditions and trappings of ranching 

reinforce such a perspective. Their historical resonance only enhances authenticity 

and charisma. 

In his 1960s study of a locality in Saskatchewan given the fictional name of 

“Jasper,” the anthropologist John Bennett noted that among ranchers, “The necessary 

reliance on one’s own abilities and strengths encouraged the growth of an individualistic 

value system” (Bennett 1969: 178). Some farmers in Jasper formed cooperatives to gain 

market power, indicating a comfort with bureaucracy that was absent among ranchers, 

who maintained their economic independence and vulnerability. Bennett speculates that 

ranchers rejected cooperatives in part because the era was relatively prosperous for them. 

Starr supports this assertion, writing, “Fundamentally, the rancher is an entrepreneur. 

While it is the ‘hands’ who work on a cow outfit, it is ranchers who own livestock…If a 
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modern urban public is at times drawn to the cowhand, the economist, investor, and 

capitalist find their expression in the rancher, the ranch, and the land that itself must be 

owned, leased, or borrowed” (Starr: 3).  

In North American Cattle Ranching Frontiers, Terry Jordan seems to take an 

opposing view on the social dynamics of ranching. In chronicling the European 

influences on American ranching, he describes how the Midwestern, fenced style of 

raising cattle became ascendant over the Texan and Californian methods, which relied on 

the open range (Jordan 1993). The dominant form of ranching today, he asserts, is 

capital-intensive because it houses and feeds cattle rather than letting them stray across 

pasture year-round. However, it keeps cattle alive in cold climates and is more suitable to 

landscape dominated by private property. Such a system requires more hired labor and 

emphasizes cooperation rather than individualism to maintain the elaborate structure and 

transportation networks of the modern cattle industry. 

Perhaps geography can explain the discrepancy between cooperative and 

individualistic types of ranching. Rainfall in the American Heartland decreases as one 

moves west; the 100th meridian is often cited as the point beyond which agriculture is 

impossible without irrigation (Walter Webb  (1931) preferred the 98th meridian). To the 

west, average annual rainfall generally drops below 20 inches per year, and the land is so 

arid that pasture-based systems require vast amounts of land. Western ranches are 

consequently sprawling operations. To the east, however, rainfall is usually sufficient to 

support ranching on relatively small parcels of land, though row cropping often replaces 

ranching because crops may be worth more than cattle relative to the land it takes to raise 

them. Hart has recently dubbed the parts of this region that are too hilly for row cropping 

“Bovotopia” (Hart 2007). 

Texas straddles the 100th meridian, giving it a range of climates that make it one 

of the most environmentally diverse cattle-raising locales in the world. Three counties—

Blanco, just west of Austin in the dry, thin-soiled Hill Country, Lee, in the wetter, 

humus-rich Blackland Prairie region to the east of Austin, and Culberson, in far West 

Texas, where the climate is arid—demonstrate the widely varying Texan landscapes. The 

Agricultural Census compiles a wealth of data that is ideal for county comparisons, 

revealing how ranchers adapt to the different circumstances. 
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In Blanco County, the 2002 Census counted 458 farms with at least one beef cow, 

and more than 20,000 cattle (USDA-NASS 2002).  Lee County had 1,453 farms with at 

least one beef cow in 2002, and over 91,000 cattle. Although the Hill Country is more 

closely identified with cattle culture, there are many more ranches and cattle in Lee 

County, as well as a substantially higher average stocking rate. Still, the reality makes 

sense when the higher productivity of land on the Blackland Prairie is considered. 49,598 

acres were devoted to pasture or grazing in Blanco County, while cattle grazed on a 

proportionally lower amount of rangeland—75,437 acres—in Lee County. Stock density 

is lower to the west, correlating with lower rainfall levels. 

A far greater contrast exists with Culberson County. Only 45 farms (out of 74 in 

the entire county) had at least one beef cow in 2002, but among those 45 operations, 39 

were pure ranches, and the county has 10,500 cattle on 44,822 acres. In the Trans-Pecos, 

ranches are enormous and cattle density is very low.  

Interestingly, both counties showed a small decline in the number of farms with 

beef cow and overall numbers of beef cows since 1997—Blanco County had 6% fewer 

beef cow farms and 9% fewer beef cows, while Lee County’s beef cows farms declined 

by 11% (the beef cow population in 2002 was not disclosed). In this case, the census data 

is too broad to determine the dynamics of the decline, but such trends are consistent with 

the consolidation of agricultural industries as a whole, as well as the expected effects of 

the advance of exurbia. Culberson County, in particular, was the scene of dramatic 

consolidation within the cattle sector. Between 1997 and 2002, the number of farms with 

at least one beef cow declined from 70 to 45, but the total cropland used for grazing and 

pasture increased from 20,361 to 44,822. Such sudden growth in the amount of 

pastureland dramatically demonstrates how ranches in West Texas are consolidating.  

In 1990, The Department of Rangeland Ecology and Management at Texas A&M 

surveyed Texan ranchers to determine regional differences. The researchers found that as 

one moves west in Texas, ranchers tend to rely more on their ranch for income, although 

their off-ranch employment decreased. Significantly, they also found that the higher a 

rancher’s educational level, the lower the percentage of family income they derived from 

livestock production. This was particularly true in east-central Texas, probably due to 

hobby ranchers who had moved out from cities (Rowan and White 1994). 
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In sum, ranchers do exhibit some distinctive characteristics, and these tendencies 

are heavily influenced by property size and aridity. Ranchers west of the 100th parallel 

use vast amounts of land, often leased from the Bureau of Land Management. The 

individualistic value system prevalent in the intermontane west has intensified following 

clashes with environmental groups, exurbanites, and government officials who have 

sought to curtail grazing on public lands, yet increasing competition for land has spurred 

many ranchers to seek additional income sources beyond their own ranch. In contrast, 

eastern ranchers need less land to maintain the same size cattle herd, so eastern cattle-

raising regions are more densely populated, encouraging contact among producers. In 

Texas, eastern ranchers also rely more heavily on off-farm income, further integrating 

them with the rest of society.  
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Chapter Four: Interviews  

 

Blackland Prairie 

Capitol Feed and Milling Company: Verlin Callahan 
 
 I met Verlin Callahan in late February at Callahan’s General Store, an Austin 

landmark on Route 183, just south of where it crosses the Colorado River. Verlin, 69 

years old, is a genuine and talkative fellow with a broad-brimmed hat and a multitude of 

interests. In his Ford F-250, we headed to his ranch near Bastrop, a drive of 15 minutes. 

The large grain elevators that rise unexpectedly from its pastures are conspicuous.  

 

Figure 1           Verlin prepares to spread some mineral for his cattle 
Verlin’s family has worked with cattle in various ways for five generations, if you 

count his daughter, who works in the office of his store. The fifth of eight children, he 

grew up on his father’s ranch near Bastrop. “I love cattle,” says Verlin. At Texas A&M, 

he first studied mechanical engineering, but “my heart and soul were in cattle.” He 
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switched to “Ag Ed and Nutrition” and became interested in studying feedlots, which 

were revolutionizing the cattle industry in the sixties. The best program for feedlot 

management was at the University of Arizona, but having become attached to a girl, he 

stayed at A&M, where he says he was a “guinea pig” in the Aggies’ new program.  After 

graduation and marriage, Verlin headed to Laredo, where he built and managed a feedlot 

for an oilman. When his father had a heart attack, however, he returned home to help 

with the family feed business and the ranch.   

Verlin now owns 269 acres and leases several thousand more. Though the number 

of cattle varies from year to year, he estimated having about 500 scattered about the 

various pastures when I visited. The most striking are his herd of Charolais, a French 

breed that he sells to cattlemen who want to breed muscle, strength, and good bone 

structure into their herd. “The bull is the key ingredient in the herd,” said my host. 

Charolais cattle are so big, however, that a cow of a smaller breed may die while birthing 

if the rancher does not take care to select the proper bull. 

Verlin’s ranch is unusual because the feed mill is the its largest operation. The 

Capitol Feed and Milling Company employs seven people, most of whom help out with 

the ranch as well. After expanding the original feed business into Callahan’s General 

Store in 1976, Verlin wanted to build the mill next door, but the city of Austin would not 

allow it. Still, despite an original estimate of $4.6 million to build the mill, he says that 

through hard work and long days, he got the cost down to $2.2 million. The mill can 

produce as many as 300 tons of feed per day and supplies stores and ranchers in 15 

counties in central Texas, though the rising price of corn and other ingredients is 

troubling to Verlin. 

We drove past a group of heifers, whose black hide gave away their mostly Angus 

ancestry (Fig. 2). Verlin put out some feed pellets and “mineral” for them. All females, 

they will be expected to produce calves every year, and they will probably live 12 to 14 

years. They were skittish in my presence but comfortable with Verlin, who generally 

spends an hour in the morning working around the ranch and mill before heading to his 

office. 

The ranch itself has come a long way in the 40 or so years that Verlin has worked 

on it. Though the previous owner had run cattle on it, Verlin and his workers have 
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removed a good deal of cover, using chainsaws and caterpillars as needed. He pointed at 

one pasture, saying that while it would have supported only five cattle when his family 

bought the place, it could now feed 60 or 70. He also pointed out several different kinds 

of grass, including Klein 75, a South American variety, Rye Grass, which he uses to hold 

soil in newly cleared pasture, and Tifton Bermuda, which produces a high volume—

perhaps enough to avoid buying hay from off the ranch to support the cattle. 

 

Figure 2   The Angus heifers with the feed mill in the background 
Grass management caught Verlin’s attention for a moment, and referring to 

careful planning regarding types of pasture, he said, “This is what we’ve got to do for 

organic grass production.” Later, he added, “I don’t think we can feed anywhere near the 

population of the US [with organic beef].” The problem, in his view, is the cost of 

organic grain, the ease with which ranchers can lie to inspectors, and the folly of 

depending on the weather to produce enough rain for good pasture. Indeed, the lack of 

water was becoming worrisome when I visited; since only a few inches had fallen since 

the previous summer, Verlin was considering installing an irrigation system. Organics are 
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“too weather related,” whereas in a conventional system, “All you need is one place in 

the country growing feed crops.” Of course, USDA rules do allow ranchers to raise 

organic cattle with imported organic grass and grain, but Verlin’s point about cost is 

especially salient in Texas, which lacks certified organic grain producers.  

 
Figure 3     Verlin (in the middle) and rancher friends 

Verlin is a past president of the Independent Cattlemen’s Association, and about 

halfway through our tour of his ranch, we ran into the current and a former president, 

genial guys who had dropped by on a trip up from their ranches in southeast Texas (Fig 

3). In response to my queries about alternative methods of ranching, one said, “We do 

whatever we can to make money,” and “If it’s organic, it ain’t making money, because 

that shit [organic corn] is high.” In short, they do not think it is economical. When I 

mentioned the grass-fed beef being sold through the Grassfed Livestock Alliance at 

Whole Foods, Verlin nodded his head. If there is money in organic and grass-fed beef, it 

is likely that these guys would try it. 
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When Verlin turned 66, he and his brother, who is also a rancher and is ten years 

older, decided to start scaling their operations back. During the last drought, in 2006, he 

sold his cows and began buying yearlings instead. In the past, Verlin has sometimes 

finished his cattle on the ranch, depending on the price of grain and transportation costs.  

On our way back to the general store, we stopped off to pick up a load of 

“panels,” which he shares with a neighbor and are used to corral cattle. Verlin is on the 

Board of Directors for the Austin Rodeo, which began later in the week. As we drove 

back to the store, Verlin mentioned how as a young man, he could drive unscathed 

through red lights on his way home from the store. Since the construction of Austin-

Bergstrom Airport, however, Route 183 has gained a parade of cheap eateries and strip 

clubs. Callahan’s looks a little out of place, but its parking lot is still filled with pickup 

trucks. 

 

Coyote Creek Farm 

The Coyote Creek Farm, which I visited in November 2007, is a hive of activity. 

Jerry Cunningham, 71, is the owner. He is a tall, articulate man, and our interview clearly 

took time out of his work tending to his animals and running his mill.  

A native Texan, Jerry (Fig. 4) worked as a schoolteacher and real estate and 

insurance salesman before retiring in the mid-nineties. Shortly thereafter, he founded the 

farm when, in his words, “It was time to do something for the land.” Chickens were 

initially his main business (about 2500 were in residence when I visited), as they have 

been during most of Coyote Creek Farm’s tenure, though Jerry also runs fifteen beef 

cattle on his 87 acres. The farm has transformed since he built a feed mill in 2006; its 

several tall, shiny grain silos and accompanying buildings appear to surpass the rest of his 

operations in the amount of labor they require and revenue they generate. As the only 

organic feed mill in all of Texas, demand for the product is extremely high, and Jerry was 

already planning an expansion when I visited.  

Unlike the chickens, land, and mill, Jerry does not get his cattle organically 

certified. The herd is too small to recoup the annual payment to a certification agency. 

Nonetheless, the cattle do comply with organic rules. When I inquired why so few 

organic ranches in Texas are organic, Jerry replied, “It’s a matter of a poor price 
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structure.” I then asked how much the Texas Department of Agriculture charges to certify 

land and animals, and he said, “Too much!” At the Coyote Creek Farm, it costs about 

$1600 per year for the mill to be certified and many hundred dollars more for the land 

and chickens. Jerry told me that the TDA is hobbled by a state mandate that requires each 

government department to pay for itself. The TDA has accordingly increased the cost of 

inspection, discouraging producers interested in organic certification.  

 

Figure 4       Jerry, his dog, and his herd 
 

Jerry first got his land and chickens certified because Whole Foods approached 

him with an offer to buy his eggs if they were organic. While he cited economics as his 

primary motivation in certifying, he also mentioned its moral and social benefits. “We do 

it because we want to do it [farming] right,” he later clarified, and he also mentioned that 

by pursuing organic certification now, he makes it easier for other producers down the 

road. 
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  Jerry’s cattle are a mixture of breeds, including Cenepol, which combine Andama 

and British Southern Devon, and a Hereford/Angus mix. “[They run] totally on grass, 

which is how God made them,” he said. The cattle are ready for slaughter after 17 

months, when they weigh about 1000 lbs., a remarkably large size for such a young age. 

Jerry attributed their rapid growth to good genetics and a grass diet. Indeed, his cattle 

grow so well that he sells heifer calves to other ranchers who want to increase growth 

within their own herd. As for the meat, what he does not eat himself or give away to 

friends and family he sells directly from the ranch. The feed business also works mainly 

by word-of-mouth, though some sells via the internet. When I visited, the mill only 

produced chicken feed, but Jerry was planning to expand into dairy feed as well.  

 

Figure 5         The new mill 
While Jerry handles relationships with suppliers and finding the cheapest 

ingredients—he showed me a good deal of alfalfa, calcium, and phosphate supplements 

waiting to be milled—he employs a manager, Sue Beckwith, to run the mill itself (Fig. 

7). Halfway through my visit, she emerged from her office, wearing a cell phone 
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earpiece, and she was repeatedly forced to retreat for business on the phone during the 

next hour. Originally from Florida, Sue’s background is in Information Technology, and 

she worked for the city of Austin before coming to work for Jerry. Having recently 

moved onto some nearby land and possessing a strong interest in farming, Coyote Creek 

Farm offered her a chance to gain agricultural experience while putting her project 

management skills to good use.  

 

Figure 6         Sue Beckwith 
Although Jerry and Sue are quite different in background and personality, they 

seem to admire each others’ skills. He is laconic, hard working, and has a vision for the 

farm business, while she is organized and lively. The ethics of their organic, grass-fed 

methods appeal to both. “We’re optimizing profit, not maximizing profit,” Sue explained, 

emphasizing their less-intensive, long-term approach toward maintaining their animals. 

When I asked about why she turned down a good-paying job with the Austin city 

government to work at the mill, she said, “It seemed like a good fit…I’ve never been 

afraid of hard work.” 
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These days, the focus seems to be on the new feed mill. “It’s got unlimited growth 

potential,” Jerry said. At one point, our conversation turned to Joel Salatin, a well-known 

small farmer from Maryland whose books have championed local, holistic farming. Jerry 

noted how Joel has inspired people to adopt holistic methods, but he also said that Salatin 

“is just a click short of fulfilling his legacy” because he eschews organic certification. 

Jerry does not seem to resent people who choose to lead a life less wedded the land. 

“We’d like to feed people within 50 miles of here, 100 miles of here…We’d like to 

bolster the organic industry in Texas.”  

 

The Ross Farm 

A rancher once described Betsy Ross to me as the “queen bee” of the grass-fed 

ranching movement in Texas. Although she did not begin ranching commercially until 

she was well into her fifties, Betsy is an enthusiastic advocate for grass-fed ranching. I 

visited her with Erin Atkinson in October 2007 (Fig. 8). 

 

Figure 7            Betsy Ross 
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Raised in a ranching family (her brother, Joe David, owns a conventional ranch in 

Sonora, which supplies Betsy’s steers and heifers), Betsy was 70 years old at the time of 

my visit. She graduated from college in 1958 and soon after began raising a family. Her 

professional life has varied considerably—after working as a schoolteacher for many 

years, she got an MBA from UT-Austin in 1980 and subsequently became a real estate 

agent. Governor Ann Richards appointed her to the State Insurance Agency, where Betsy 

stayed employed under George W. Bush by becoming the agency’s webmaster.                                               

In 1992, she started part-time ranching. “I came out here and fell in love with it,” 

she said of her Blackland Prairie property, located in Granger about an hour east of 

Austin. In 2000, she left her job with the State Insurance Agency and went full-time. 

Previously, she and her sister, Kathryn, who is eight years her senior, raised dairy cattle, 

but now they focused on beef production.  

The Betsy Ross Ranch is 530 acres large, and it had 70 steers running across 

when I visited, mostly Red Devon and Angus divided by age into five herds. Betsy 

jokingly refers to them as if they were getting an education at the ranch—heifers are 

“middle schoolers,” while cattle with a hefty brisket, signifying that they are nearly ready 

for slaughter, are the “college jocks.” 

Betsy’s house sits atop a hill, from which one can look across her fields to a line 

of trees along the San Gabriel River, which bounds one side of her property. Although 

some of the land in-between is devoted to growing feed crops—Dave, Betsy’s son, later 

showed me some alfalfa that was beginning to sprout—most is divided into five acre 

plots, separated by electric fence. Each parcel has a different kind of grass, usually native, 

and Betsy meticulously rotates the cattle according to which plots possess the most robust 

growth of pasture. The overall effect gives parts of the ranch a checkerboard-like aspect. 

Referring to her grass-fed methods of raising cattle, Betsy said, “I started this 

because our grass was disappearing.” There were simply too many cattle for the land, 

especially during drought. In 2003, Betsy and Kathryn switched to their biological or 

holistic grass-fed ranching methods because they needed a stricter system of management 

that preserved their grass supply. “I’m the evaluator,” she said, meaning that while she 

makes the decisions about where to put the cattle, her sister, Kathryn, is the 

“herdswoman,” with the responsibility for moving them while riding an ATV.  
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Betsy’s greatest conviction about the benefits of raising grass-fed beef, however, 

seemed to come from its benefits for ecosystem health. “Most people [conventional 

ranchers] are saying they’re going to push, push, push the land,” she said, “but that food 

does not have health benefits,” alluding to the CLA and omega-3 fatty acids in grass-fed 

beef that nutritionists have lately trumpeted. Saying that she wants “nutrient dense food,” 

she pointed out two rapidly decomposing piles of manure, which are symptomatic of the 

land’s health. “It’s about finishing on good grass, and it’s all about good soil.” She also 

mentioned her unease over the buildup of antibiotics and growth hormones in 

conventional systems and that she finds it easier to digest grass-fed meat rather than 

conventional. Toward the end of my visit, we went inside her barn, which included a lab 

with microscopes for examining the bacteria in the soil. Her soil, as she showed me, is 

bursting with nematodes, whereas soil on a conventional ranch contains far less microbial 

activity. 

Unlike some grass-fed ranchers, Betsy did not profess to be especially motivated 

by marketing or economics, at least personally. “The money works out about the same 

[relative to conventional],” she said. Rather, the soil and animal health improve human 

health. “You decide what you want to be every day,” she advised, detailing why she took 

up such this challenging type of ranching. Neighbors are skeptical, “into commodities,” 

to use Betsy’s description. “I used to get calls all the time; what kind of fool are you?” 

she said, but she persevered. As Kathryn told me later in the interview, “She has a 

passion.”  

With Don Davis, Betsy Ross spearheaded the Grassfed Livestock Alliance 

(GLA), a cooperative of grass-fed ranchers who, though small individually, pool their 

beef to supply Whole Foods. In the words of an observing rancher who is not part of the 

cooperative, “They’re playing with the big boys.” Whole Foods displays the meat 

prominently in its four Austin stores, and if the product resonates with customers, the 

chain may begin carrying grass-fed beef nationally. When its Austin flagship store began 

selling the meat in March 2007, all the beef was all labeled, sometimes inaccurately as 

coming from the Betsy Ross Ranch. Nonetheless, Betsy is probably the best-known 

grass-fed rancher in Texas.  
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Betsy listed four necessities that will enable widespread consumption of grass-fed 

beef: nutrition, genetics, infrastructure, and scale. Infrastructure is not yet sufficient to 

meet public demand—for instance, there currently are too few processing plants for 

Whole Foods. Nonetheless, if Whole Foods does expand its purchase of grass-fed beef, it 

will provide the impetus for the grass-fed sector to grow enormously—far beyond what 

the GLA can supply with its current membership. Betsy remains wary, however, reluctant 

to put all her eggs in one basket. Perhaps she keeps the example of Richard and Peggy 

Sechrist’s foray into large-scale beef production, which I discuss in their upcoming 

section, in mind. 

 

Figure 8                 The boys 
Originally, Betsy sold her beef at farmers’ markets, from her website, at a 

regional retailer named People’s Pharmacy, and directly to individuals from her ranch. As 

her business evolved and grew, however, she stopped selling at farmers’ markets, and she 

is “fixing to close down” her internet order service because, due to the GLA, she can no 

longer keep up with demand. Since Whole Foods requires that its beef be processed in a 
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plant that it has certified, she now must take her cattle to Fort Worth instead of Bryan. 

While the trip is worthwhile overall, it saps her time on the ranch.  

Betsy does not want to certify her land or cattle organic, given the expense. Since 

she has gained a marketing advantage by raising her cattle on pasture, the extra 

certification hardly seems necessary. She is also concerned about the feed and hay she 

reluctantly gives her cattle when drought diminishes her pasture. Though her hay 

suppliers provide organic hay, the poor quality of grass that sprouts from the resulting 

manure suggests that it is conventional and thus riddled with residues from fertilizers and 

herbicides.  

On the day I visited, however, the pasture appeared luxuriant on some of her 

fenced-off paddocks. Toward the end of the afternoon, Betsy turned Erin and me over to 

her son, Dave, who drove us around the ranch on a cart behind his ATV. He and his wife 

run a liquid compost company from the ranch, further increasing the holistic nature of the 

operation by using the cattle manure. In his spare time, Dave is a wood carver whose 

sculptures sell for as much as a thousand dollars.  

As we left, Betsy gave me a packet her own ground beef so that I could try to 

discern the difference with the conventional product. Of all the grass-fed meat I have 

tried, it was the most noticeably different from conventional, with a grassy tang and 

notable lack of fat. Betsy is indeed a devoted and magnetic advocate for grass-fed beef. 

 

The Hill Country 
Kenneth and Harvey Meyer 

I met Kenneth Meyer on May 8th, 2008 at the Town and Country convenience 

store just south of Fredericksburg on Route 16. From there, we drove to his ranch, where 

he and his father, Harvey, headquarter their cow-calf operation, with around 250 

“momma” cows scattered around across their various properties. Kenneth, who is tall 

with curly gray hair under his baseball cap, owns 435 acres in Mason County and leases 

several other properties for a total of about 2000 acres. Most of the cows—a mixture of 

Angus and Brangus, which are a cross between Angus and Brahman breeds—are on the 

old Meyer land, while several of the other parcels are devoted to growing hay and various 

grains (Fig. 10).  
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The Meyers have settled on the Fredericksburg land since Kenneth’s great-

grandfather got the first 100 acres from the government under the Homestead Act in the 

mid-nineteenth century. The Meyers had emigrated from Germany, and indeed, Harvey 

speaks English with a German accent. He didn’t begin speaking English until starting 

school, when the teacher twisted his ear if he was caught speaking German. Kenneth, 54, 

does most of the physically demanding work on the ranch, while Harvey, 83 but very 

active, runs the tractor. 

 

Figure 9          The Meyer herd is lured by hay  
Kenneth drove me around the ranch in his pickup, though we first had to detach a 

flatbed trailer he uses for hauling hay. He explained the dynamics of how he runs his 

cow-calf operation. Ideally, he puts a bull in with his herd of cows around May 1st, 

leaving him in for 90 to 120 days. 90 or so days after removing the bull, the vet comes to 

palpate the cows, checking for pregnancy. In a good year, 80-85% of the cows will 

produce calves, which are born the next February. They can then gain weight in April and 

May, when rich grass growth allows the cows to produce a large volume of milk. 
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The calves remain on the ranch until they are 500-600 pounds, when Kenneth 

sends them to the cattle auction barn to sell to stocker operations. It usually takes 6-8 

months for calves to put on enough weight, so most are sold the fall after their birth. 

Sometimes, this leads to a glut in the market, so there are some advantages to producing 

calves year-round. “Like I say,” grins Kenneth, “we’re not the best managers,” referring 

to his tendency to leave bulls among the herd after springtime has passed. A calf that sells 

in the spring can fetch a good price, but it is dangerous to wean a calf in the fall because 

the pasture freezes, leaving it with little to eat. Moreover, it wastes the good grass growth 

in the spring.  

The Meyers tend to buy cows at the auction barn rather than raise their own 

calves to maturity. According to Kenneth, “heifers take too long.” It takes three years to 

raise them to maturity, during which time a rancher receives no return on the expense of 

maintaining the animals. Unless they separate young cows from the bulls, the cows will 

get pregnant before they are large enough for calf-bearing, which will lead to death in 

labor unless they undergo an abortion. A healthy animal will live for a long time, 

however, producing a calf most years. Angus cows will generally live to be 10-12 years 

old, while Brahmans can last as long as 16-18 years. Eventually, the cows lose their teeth, 

which makes grazing difficult, and soon the end closes in. 

 The Meyers actually have three herds of cows on their Fredericksburg property, 

making rotation tricky. If bulls occupy adjoining pastures, they will fight, hurting each 

other and ruining fencing.  

 As we spoke about rotation and pasture, the subject changed to weather. Kenneth 

mentioned the frustration of watching low-pressure weather systems come off the Texas 

Panhandle, only to skirt the Hill Country and move east of I-35. He and various “old-

timers” in the area think the weather patterns are changing. Over the past 10 to 12 years, 

the seasonal distribution of rain has become more polarized, with long periods of dry 

followed by intense periods of rain. I visited in May, when the weather is typically wet, 

but in 2008, it was extremely dry. The Meyers have installed a couple of adaptations to 

mitigate drought. We watched a man with a backhoe prepare to dig in a low point in one 

pasture, creating a “tank” to store water. Kenneth traded the dirt from the excavation in 
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exchange for the labor, as the digger will sell the fertile soil to farmers and gardeners for 

a good price. 

 Under the Great Plains Program, a government subsidy program that existed until 

the nineties, Kenneth and Harvey installed a well and a small irrigation system. They also 

cleared many acres of land using this cost-share program. Beforehand, Kenneth says his 

father ran about 35 cows, 100 goats, and 50 sheep on the ranch, but now, they have 160 

cows on the land. Mesquite, as always, is a major problem and returns year after year.  

 I asked Kenneth if he tries to clear the ubiquitous Prickly Pear cactus from his 

land, as well. He replied that his grandfather always pointed out that cattle can eat Prickly 

Pear if the thorns are burnt off, and they can also feed on leaves from Live Oak trees, 

which stay on all but one month of the year. These extra sources of food can save a herd 

in a terrible drought. Care is necessary, however, because if cows develop too much of a 

taste for the cactus—Kenneth says, “they’ll eat ‘em up like candy”—they will consume 

them with the thorns still on, causing the animals a great deal of pain around their 

mouths.  

In one way, Kenneth has turned the scarcity of rainfall to his advantage. He and 

Harvey grow hay to feed their cattle and to sell to other ranchers. In a good year, they can 

stockpile hay, saving it to sell until demand is high. “A smart man has two years of hay,” 

Kenneth said. The Meyers grow oats, wheat, and corn, too, but this year has been so dry 

that they have put their animals (or invited a neighbor’s) out to pasture in some of their 

fields. They own a hay baler, an expensive machine that many ranchers need but do not 

own. Some hire Kenneth to do custom-baling. The extra money helps; Kenneth derives 

all of his income from the ranch, and several times he mentioned that he is only breaking 

even. In the past, he helped people with fencing and planting. “That’s helped us get 

where we are.” Harvey lets hunters use his land for a fee, but Kenneth, having done so in 

the past, knows that he is expected to accompany the hunters, which makes feeding the 

cows difficult.  

Kenneth grew up on the ranch and has spent much of his life working on it. 

During high school, his parents pushed him to go to college, but he took the minimum 

number of courses to graduate and worked on a carpenter’s crew during afternoons his 

senior year. “I’m a dummy,” he says dryly. He was involved in running hogs for a while, 
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but he returned to the family ranch in 1976 and has worked on it full time since 1989. He 

is married and has one sister, a college instructor, whose husband runs cattle of his own 

up near Fort Hood. 

I was introduced to Kenneth by Chuck Schmidt, another interview subject who 

also lives in Fredericksburg but uses grass-fed methods. Kenneth referred to Chuck’s 

operation several times during the visit. “We’ve gone in a completely different direction,” 

he says. “For us to survive here, we have to do this stuff,” he says in regard to vaccines 

and antibiotics. The cows will get sick otherwise. “We pour stuff on their backs for ticks 

and lice and stuff.”  

Since the Meyer land is divided into relatively small parcels, Kenneth asserted 

that his cattle spend longer on the same land, “standing in their manure,” which makes 

them more vulnerable to pests. The longer pasture lies fallow, the more likely bugs will 

be deprived of a host and die. Rotation is the key to a grass-fed system. “You’ve got to 

have a program. On a big ranch, it [alternative methods] might work. On a small ranch 

like this, I don’t see it working.”  

The nature of a cow-calf operation intensifies the importance of vaccination. 

Diseases treatable by vaccine can cause cows to have a miscarriage. “They need annual 

vaccination.” 

The Meyers raise their crops conventionally, as well. Kenneth mentioned that 

“organic hay doesn’t have as much protein.” If a farmer grew organic hay next to 

conventional, he says that the conventional would look much more lush and green thanks 

to the fertilizer and herbicides. “The feeling is, if you don’t fertilize this stuff, it won’t be 

good. That’s the common feeling.” Also, “if the hay’s full of weeds, horse people are 

very particular. If they find crap in there, they won’t buy it.” A local organic rancher told 

Kenneth that if he grew organic hay, he would buy it, but Kenneth won’t produce it 

because he thinks the crop would be so poor.  

Overall, Kenneth seemed pessimistic about the future of ranching. “Everything’s 

going backward in agriculture here—[due to the cost of] the feed, the fuel.” After years 

of advice from extension agents from Texas A&M to use more herbicides, fertilizers, and 

machinery, the cost of oil and diesel is making this strategy prohibitively expensive. 
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Maddeningly, recommendations are shifting back toward more minimal, traditional 

methods.  

Since the Meyers live so close to Fredericksburg, developers have made many 

offers to buy their land. Nevertheless, Kenneth does not want to sell because the land has 

belonged to his family for so long. Although he is interested in acquiring more land in 

Mason County, where he already has 400 or so acres and prices are relatively cheap, 

roots on the old land run deep. Conservative in method, friendly, and clearly a hard 

worker, Kenneth continually downplays his intelligence, but he is a keen observer and 

thinker.  

 

The Sechrist Ranch 

Accompanied by Carolyn Keagle, I visited Peggy and Richard Sechrist (Fig. 11) 

on the evening of June 24 at their ranch 

outside of Fredericksburg. It borders the 

Pedernales River and has markedly greener 

grass than the surrounding properties. 

Peggy, who is 55, lively, and 

engaging, grew up on a farm in Indiana. 

After attending college at Ball State, she 

began working for an agricultural division 

of Eli Lilly, the pharmaceutical corporation 

based in Indianapolis. After eight years, she 

quit out of disgust with the chemicals the 

company put in their herbicides and moved 

to Lubbock, Texas, where she had traveled 

on business, to take a job promoting rodeo 

events. 

Richard, 65, grew up in Corpus 

Christi. He went to college at Southwestern University and attended seminary at Southern 

Methodist University. He speaks softly and precisely. While he has worked in real estate 

Figure 10        The Sechrists
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and finance, he also possesses a deep affinity for ranching and the Hill Country, which he 

shared with his father.  

The elder Sechrist bought 600-700 acres in Fredericksburg in 1946, and Richard 

and Peggy still live on some of that land. To Richard’s father, the ranch was a hobby. He 

put thousands of dollars into it annually, raising a variety of cattle and horses. He also 

acquired two adjoining properties, increasing the ranch’s size to over one thousand acres. 

In 1993, when Richard’s father’s health began to fail, the family created a trust to manage 

the ranch. Richard, who is the youngest of four siblings, was most interested in the ranch, 

so he became trustee and manager. 

Peggy began working in 1991 for Holistic Management, a nonprofit organization 

dedicated to promoting land use practices that are sustainable environmentally, 

economically, and socially. She continued as an instructor for 15 years, and when 

Richard took over the ranch, he invited Peggy to teach him and some of his friends about 

alternative methods of raising cattle. The pair hit it off, and by 1995, they were married 

and had made the Sechrist ranch certified organic—the first in the state. “We were sort of 

the pioneers,” Peggy said. “We took on a lot of the arrows…What gave us leverage was 

being students of holistic management,” because their unusual rotation methods increased 

the amount of grass available for their cattle. Raising the animals came easily to the 

Sechrists, but marketing and management of their beef supply company was the hard 

part. 

The couple began their sales operation by selling quarters and halves of beef, 

mostly to locals in the Hill Country. They ran advertisements and distributed brochures to 

grow their customer base, and they included questionnaires in their packaging. Using this 

feedback, they tinkered with their offerings, packaging, and sales outlets over the next 

few years. They sold broiler chickens at $15 or more per bird and tried five different 

processing plants for their cattle. They considered building their own, even drawing up 

plans with an architect, but the cost was exorbitant, so they eventually settled on a plant 

in Johnson City, only an hour east of Fredericksburg and certified organic.  

The Sechrists continued getting the ranch and animals certified organic for several 

reasons. As Peggy said in our interview, “The real reason to get certified is marketing.” If 

their business had been entirely local, then certification would have been unnecessary 
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because familiarity would have allowed them to educate their customers about their 

standards. The organic label gave them credibility with buyers from farther afield, 

however, ensuring that their cattle did not consume residual herbicides or fertilizers, 

receive antibiotics, and graze entirely on grass. Using organic and grass-fed methods 

drew attention, especially among people searching for beef over the internet. 

Misgivings about conventional and lax grass-fed methods also drove the 

Sechrists’ decision to pursue organic certification. They described how antibiotics pass 

from the animal to humans when the meat is consumed. When I asked how they keep 

animals healthy without antibiotics, Peggy replied, “If you’re not compromising their 

immune system with antibiotics, they don’t die.” Richard mentioned saving $3500 on 

fees to the local veterinarian while not suffering a single death among their cattle from 

sickness.  

Regarding herbicides, Richard said, “If you kill everything in the soil, you have to 

keep feeding it [with fertilizers],” which gets expensive. “Our challenge was to ranch 

with no outside inputs.” When the ranch runs at its most efficient, he says that the only 

items brought in to the ranch from outside are chicken feed and “mineral” for the cattle. 

They also spoke extensively about the drawbacks of finishing cattle with corn. 

The process is wasteful because so much of the animal’s flesh turns to fat; while this 

creates a desirable cut of meat in some regions, it also means that a significant portion of 

the animal is too fat to be used at all. Supporters of corn finishing argue that it makes 

better-tasting meat, but the Sechrists disagree.  

More seriously, the grain creates an excess of acid in one of the cattle’s four 

stomachs, killing off many beneficial bacteria in its stomach and causing problems to the 

animal’s digestion that is eventually fatal. When Richard was taking an animal nutrition 

course shortly after taking over the ranch’s management in the early nineties, his 

instructor described how one of the feedlot’s goals in slaughtering cattle is to “kill them 

before they die.”  

Although the Sechrists are much more supportive of grass-fed beef than 

conventional, they disapprove of the possibility that grass-fed animals graze upon grass 

treated with fertilizers and pesticides. They also pointed out the flaws of organic 
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certification without grass-fed methods—since the cattle can still be fed grain, stomach 

acidity can be problematic in organic systems as well as conventional.  

The Sechrists never finished their cattle on grain but preferred to keep their cattle 

on grass for their entire lives, reasoning that since cattle are naturally herbivores, they 

would be happiest if they stayed on grass. The emergence of research showing the 

nutritional benefits of their methods has been gratifying to them, especially given their 

experiences lecturing about their techniques in the early days. “We would go to 

conferences to speak, and ranchers would say we lied [about the success of their 

methods]. It’s amazing to see how many people became hostile…They tie up their 

identity into what they’re doing. They take it [criticism of conventional methods] 

personally.”  

As their business grew, the Sechrists opened a retail food store in Fredericksburg 

called Homestead Healthy Foods, providing local producers with a distribution outlet. 

Despite its location on a back street, the store did about $20,000 worth of business each 

month. Their website also continued to grow, though after being cheated out of $700 

worth of beef, they began verifying all of their transactions over the telephone. While 

time-consuming, this precaution did allow them to build stronger relationships with 

customers. 

The Sechrists were successful enough that they decided to enter the wholesale 

market as well as continue with their local retail business, which is when the operation 

began to suffer. Large retailers were more interested in quantity and consistency of 

supply rather than quality. By banding together with several other small producers, the 

Sechrists were able to meet contracts for a time. Indeed, their beef was available in 20 

different states, but the pressure was considerable. “We needed a contract where we 

could control everything,” said Peggy. 

The Sechrists supported 75 mother cows on their own property while working 

with the small network of ranchers. Whole Foods was interested in making a deal for 

80,000 lbs. of meat per month, but the Sechrists declined because they knew they could 

not keep up a constant supply. Experiments hiring accountants to assist them with the 

finances of the operation failed; like the distribution companies, accountants had 
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difficulty grasping the complexity of raising cattle and the difficulty of producing a 

consistent amount of beef and income every month. 

Two things were primarily responsible for ending the Sechrist’s involvement in 

(relatively) large-scale production. Peggy became seriously sick, eventually being 

diagnosed with a gluten allergy. With her energy sapped and her attention focused on the 

illness, the ranching operation suffered. Also, in 2003, Richard’s father died. His children 

decided to split the original ranch, so now Richard and Peggy have only 214 acres, 

having sold 50 acres to one of Richard’s sisters to pay off a debt. They also sold the main 

house on their property to one of Richard’s sons, and they now live in a smaller house 

just down the driveway. Many of their accounts were taken over by Betsy Ross, who, 

along with Don Davis, has spearheaded the Grassfed Livestock Alliance and its contract 

to supply Whole Foods.  

When I visited, the Sechrists had eleven cows, a bull, seven yearlings, and ten 

calves. Several breeds are represented among these cattle, including Belted Galloways 

(Belties), Angus, Simmental, Gelbvieh, and Braunvieh, usually mixed. Peggy runs a food 

cooperative to supply local produce to nearby towns in the Hill Country; it is only two 

years old but expanded considerably after its first season. 

The operation has simplified considerably; the Sechrists now sell their meat 

directly to customers or through the co-op and a nearby health food store. After the stress 

of their operation in its peak years, they seem content with a scaled-back business, even 

as the Grassfed Livestock Alliance has found success with methods they pioneered. 

Toward the back of their property, they recently cleared forty acres of cedar and installed 

a solar pump on one of their wells, which they plan to supplement with rainwater 

collectors. Eventually, they hope to build a house in this quiet corner of their property 

and continue to pursue their goal of self-sufficiency.  

 

The SMS Ranch 

The Fredericksburg Grassfed Beef stall is a constant at the Austin Farmers’ 

Market. Run by Chuck and Teppi Schmidt (Fig. 12), it is usually the only booth selling 

grass-fed beef, though some stalls provide grass-fed chicken and lamb. After many 

conversations about their business, the Schmidts invited me to their ranch in January 
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2008 when their work schedule eased up. I met them at their house in Fredericksburg, 

where the entire family, including Caitlin, twelve, Sarah, eleven, and Charles, six, piled 

into their pickup for the drive out to the ranch. 

The kids were eager helpers out at the ranch. As the pickup passed through gates, 

Caitlin hopped out to open and close them, and later she helped to move heavy hay bales 

out of a shed into the truck. Charles helped her spread the hay for the cattle, while Sarah 

swept the back of the truck when it was all gone. “I’ve always wanted to take this ranch 

and make it something the kids can come back to,” Chuck said. The Schmidts share the 

ranch with Chuck’s sister and her husband, Lonnie. Lonnie manages the herd, while 

Chuck takes care of marketing and promotion.  

 

Figure 11         Teppi and Chuck Schmidt 
The SMS (Schmidt, Marquardt, and Schmidt) ranch is “just a touch under 1000 

acres” and divided into eight pastures. At the time of the interview, the herd consisted of 

49 females, Herefords and Angus, but the Schmidts hoped to increase the herd to around 

60 in 2009, and they were planning to slaughter five animals in 2008 and seventeen in 
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2009. Severe drought in 2005 and 2006 created this discrepancy by devastating the grass 

crop and forcing them to sell off 30 cows. For the first half of 2008, however, they were 

selling out of beef regularly at the Farmers’ Market, and consequently were actively 

looking for more acreage so that they could support a larger herd without compromising 

their pasture. Chuck advised me that the lack of water means that each animal needs 

about ten acres of grassland (on the Blackland Prairie, in contrast, he said, an animal only 

needs five to seven acres).  

Chuck’s grandfather, who was also a rancher with a place in Harper, purchased 

the land for Chuck’s father in 1954. Besides cattle, the older Mr. Schmidt ran goats 

(angora) and sheep on the land. Chuck said that goats are actually better suited to the land 

because they are less selective about what kind of grass they eat. Nonetheless, cuts in 

agricultural subsidies under the Clinton administration meant that raising goats was no 

longer profitable, and predation by coyotes and bobcats also took its toll on the animals.  

The current cattle herd is descended from the original Schmidt animals, and according to 

Chuck, it is closed genetically, meaning that the operation grows by keeping its own 

heifers, though they do bring bulls in from outside.  

Our first stop at the ranch was to pick up a few cubes of hay, and when we 

approached the cattle, we paused to spread it on the ground. The cattle were eager and 

came charging across the pasture to eat. Chuck hopes to grow his own hay in the rich 

bottom land by the river in the future, but he bought this hay because of the scarcity of 

grass (due to a combination of low rainfall and winter conditions). He also buys alfalfa, 

to which he adds unrefined molasses as a protein and mineral supplement.  

The Schmidts emphasize their grass-fed methods in their marketing, and Chuck 

mentioned Joel Salatin as one of their inspirations, but when I asked if he considers 

himself a grass farmer, he hesitated before answering in the affirmative. The Sechrists, 

advocates for Holistic Range Management, live nearby, but the Schmidts, despite 

recognizing the Sechrists’ ability as teachers, are not involved in the organization. Chuck 

affirmed, “We’re constantly looking at how to do things better.” At one point, I asked 

about the blackened bark on some Spanish Oaks because I thought it might be charred. It 

turned out to be the effect of a disease called Oak Wilt, but the Schmidts are interested in 

controlled burning, though they would need outside help to conduct it.  
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To explain why he got involved in grass-fed ranching, Chuck said, “It all comes 

back to economics…I’m in this business to make money.” For the Schmidts, it costs 

$600-$650 to keep an animal for two years, what with feed, fence repairs, electricity, etc. 

Then it costs about $700 to harvest it. Dutchman’s, their local processing plant, charges a 

kill fee plus 75 cents per pound to slaughter an animal. Renting a booth at the Austin 

Farmers’ Market and purchasing gas to and from Austin costs $200 each weekend. “But 

it’s proved to be lucrative for us,” Chuck said. “It’s a good deal for the ranch.” The 

Schmidts try to make about twice as much off an animal as it costs them, so they hope to 

sell an animal or its meat for about $2600.  

 

Figure 12               At the farmers' market 
Until 2008, the Schmidts sold the majority of their steer calves at the local auction 

barn rather than raising them to maturity. This cuts down the cost of maintaining the 

animal, but it also may ultimately decrease profit if grass is plentiful and the beef sells 

well. Eight years ago, they began directly marketing the meat by advertising in the local 

newspaper, but they now sell their beef exclusively at the Austin Farmers’ Market (Fig. 
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13). Previously, they cumulatively sold about five animals a year, but in only the first six 

months of 2008, they unloaded the same amount, so the business is set to grow. 

 “Most all of the income from the ranching operation is returned to it for marketing 

and infrastructure maintenance at this time,” Chuck wrote me later via email. 

Nonetheless, he said during the interview, “We are able to produce a product and say this 

is what we want to sell it for.” The situation for conventional ranchers appeared to be 

deteriorating because of the rise in corn and fuel prices, and Chuck said, “I’ll bet you a 

nickel calves sell for $20-30 less than last year. Packers are selling meat at or under cost.” 

Grass-fed ranching, which depends far less on outside inputs, is becoming much more 

competitive. 

 Chuck knew of the Grassfed Longhorn Alliance. “They’re playing with the big 

boys,” he said. In any case, the Austin Farmers’ Market is an efficient place to sell their 

meat, though they hope to grow the herd enough to consider other outlets, particularly 

restaurants in Austin. In the meantime, Chuck wanted to work on breeding smaller cattle. 

Unlike other ranchers with whom I have spoken, he preferred mature animals to weigh 

900-1000 lbs. rather than 1200-1300 lbs., reasoning that more animals they have on the 

ranch, the more calves they will gain in the spring. Still, he wanted to work on increasing 

back and rib width to get more meat on the animals. 

The Schmidts were not surviving on the cattle business alone. In fact, neither 

Chuck’s nor his brother-in-law’s family derived more than 5% of their total income from 

the ranch at the time of the interview. Chuck also works as the South Texas salesman for 

Stihl chainsaws. His territory extends from Austin to the Rio Grande, and it keeps him on 

the road frequently. The Schmidts also allow hunters, mostly from Houston, to stay in a 

cabin on the ranch and hunt deer. The hunters’ fees actually provide about a third of their 

income. When I arrived at the Schmidt house (on the outskirts of Fredericksburg, Chuck 

gave me a few pieces of venison sausage. 

  Despite a moderate amount of interest from folks at market, the Schmidts resist 

organic certification. When I asked about it, Chuck said with a direct look, “I don’t want 

government that deep in my business.” They dislike how the organic standards have been 

manipulated to favor large organic producers, and the cost to certify each cow is 
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considerable, though as Teppi said, one could consider it part of marketing expenses. 

They were looking into alternate grass-fed certifications such as the AGA program. 

 The Schmidts seemed to feel strongly about the ethical implications of grass-fed 

ranching. Chuck mentioned their interest in sustainability at one point, and Teppi noted 

the “community spirit” of the Farmers’ market. “People are excited to come see us…it 

makes me feel good that they like what we produce, that they value it the same way we 

do.” The couple is down-to-earth, friendly, and talkative, and they are comfortable with 

the urban market and clientele to a degree that was unusual among my ranching subjects.  

The two are eight years apart, but both studied horticulture at A&M, where Chuck also 

received a degree in engineering. Teppi grew up in Houston, but her family had a cotton 

and sorghum farm near the coast. “I had the ag bug,” she said. “I like the idea of 

producing food in a natural system…I don’t have the work ethic for vegetable 

gardening.” They have considered tying the family’s old farm into the ranch somehow, 

but it is too far away, and herbicide and fertilizer use would make using its crops tricky. 

No chemicals or petroleum-based fertilizers have been used on the SMS ranch in more 

than 30 years. 

 Until 12 years ago, the couple lived in Fort Worth, where Chuck worked for the 

Department of Parks and Recreation. “We’d go out to dinner,” said Teppi, “and he’d 

complain about the steak. That’s kind of what motivated us to do it [ranching] in the first 

place…We were a little leery of going into cattle…but we just started off and went—

didn’t look at what other people were doing, just what works for us.” Of Chuck, “He’s 

happiest out at the ranch—fixing fence or with the cattle.”  

 On our way back to Fredericksburg, we talked about the future of ranching around 

Fredericksburg. “The value of land around here is going through the roof,” said Chuck, 

and he noted that some of the neighbors have had difficulty dividing land between their 

kids and end up selling it to developers. The Schmidts are thoroughly invested in their 

land, however. “It is our goal to grow the direct marketing business enough that I, Chuck, 

can work the operation full time,” Chuck wrote me. “Teppi and I have always wanted to 

find a way to make the ranch a viable business that could be past to next generation. We 

believe our Fredericksburg Grassfed Beef operation will provide that avenue. 
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 The Schmidts are easy to keep in touch with, given that one of them attends the 

Austin Farmers’ Market each week. The dry weather during the second half of 2008 put 

the ranch in worse condition that at the end of the 2005-6 drought. Via email, Chuck 

wrote, “Fortunately we have been able to lease additional grazing land in Kimble and 

Blanco Counties during 2008. We have more than doubled our grazing acreage with 

leases and can actually run our cattle on leased land at a lower cost than on the family 

ranch.  By the end of 2008 it is our intent to use the family ranch for calving first calf 

heifers and finishing animals for slaughter.  This is all dependent on receiving adequate 

rainfall.” 

 
Seco Valley Ranch 

Don and Debbie Davis live in Tarpley, near Bandera in the southern Hill Country. 

For most of their adult lives, they lived in Austin, but in 1999, they decided to pursue 

their interest in ranching full-time. Don, 53, is tall, reserved, and articulate beneath a 

battered white cowboy hat, while Debbie, eight years younger, is more talkative. Both are 

UT-Austin graduates, have a fondness for Carhart jeans and jackets, and dressed warmly 

for the November day. After 

lunch at a neighbor’s taco shack 

in Tarpley, Debbie led my 

research partner for the day, 

Erin Atkinson, and me around 

their ranch.  

The Seco Valley Ranch 

covers 1883 acres. Cedar (ash 

juniper) covers much of the 

ranch, and limestone outcrops 

are ubiquitous. When I visited, 

the creek beds were dry. The 

Davises run Texas Longhorns (Fig. 15), which is unusual because ranchers generally 

eschew the animals, despite their cultural importance in Texas, because they are bony and 

Figure 13             Entrance to the ranch 
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gain weight slowly. The resilience and endurance that adapted them to long cattle drives 

across open range are now less important than the ability to convert pasture to body mass.  

Before taking to ranching, Don worked as a rural residential architect, preferring 

to take on projects that involved siting houses to reduce environmental impacts. Debbie 

spent time working in a dress shop, at a veterinary office, and as a secretary. Don’s 

family had owned cattle several generations earlier, but Debbie was first to become 

seriously interested in ranching, and after the Davises moved to Tarpley, they 

concentrated on ranching full-time. For eight years, they concentrated on developing a 

longhorn beef co-op, but upon its failure, they turned to marketing their own beef.  

Demand was considerable and consistent. As Debbie wrote me via email, “Don 

developed the markets with restaurants and grocery stores while my responsibility was 

taking care of the cattle and selling at the farmers markets.” Restaurant clients wanted 

two full middle-meats—ribeye rolls, strip loins, and tenderloins—each week, but such 

requests left an enormous amount of meat (about 95% of the carcass yield). Through the 

Austin restaurants Hut’s Hamburgers and Kerbey Lane, as well as the Wheatsville Co-op 

and the Austin Farmers’ Market, they sold the remainder. The operation soon outgrew the 

ranch, and it forced the Davises to lease more land and buy additional animals. They 

were selling as many as 150 head per year (their ranch supports at most about 80 animals 

at once) and even, towards the end, 300 head per year but were only breaking even. “I 

was working myself into the ground,” Debbie said. Later, she wrote,  

To make a profit we needed to either get much bigger or get smaller…Our 
holistic goal came in again.  Why were we in this business?  We began 
because we have a passion for this breed of cattle and desired to create a 
market that would make them economical to raise in hopes of attracting 
more ranchers to this breed (hence preservation of the breed through 
market value). We like the rural lifestyle, solitude, independence, 
surrounded by quiet and nature. We want to be ranchers, not salesmen. 
 Neither of us really likes people all that much and prefer to be with the 
animals. Why were we busting our butts as salesmen, allowing our job to 
dominate our lives and dictate we spend a large percentage of our time in 
the city away from the ranch? 
 
Don shared Debbie’s interest in using cattle to restore native grasses to the 

landscape. The ranch’s previous owner, whose title extended as far back as the 1930s, 

had run sheep, which graze pasture so low that all but the shortest grasses are eliminated. 
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Cattle are more selective, allowing taller species such as Silver Bluestem, Little 

Bluestem, and Indian Grass to return. Through Holistic Resource Management, a Texas 

based non-profit which assists ranchers trying to restore native grasses, Debbie learned to 

manage for native species rather than against undesirables such as cedar, which makes 

the laborious task of clearing brush unnecessary. 

 

Figure 14         Longhorns 
After three years of trying to keep up with the rush, the Davises decided to scale 

back their operations, resolving to rely on the animals their ranch can support. While 

decreasing the herd size and foregoing the farmers market, they modified their website to 

attract people searching for grass-fed beef, particularly around San Antonio and Austin. 

They now sell bulk orders of whole carcasses, sides, and quarters of beef, which reduces 

the expense and labor of processing the animals (they do occasionally hire workers to 

help with jobs such as castration). They have also further refined their techniques of 

managing for healthy grass. 
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Figure 15         Debbie Davis 
Grazing management is a constant balancing act between allowing cattle to put on 

weight without overly depleting the supply of pasture. The more grass, the fatter the 

animals get, so grass management is of paramount importance to the success of the ranch. 

Ideally, Debbie says, she would have portable five-acre paddocks, which would facilitate 

short but intense periods of grazing, accompanied by fertilization, aeration, and seed 

spreading that occurs when cattle graze. With only five days of grazing a year, the grass 

would have ample time to lie fallow. Given the rocky, dry nature of their land, however, 

such division is not possible, so the Davises separate their pastures using barbed wire 

fence. Debbie (Fig. 15) moves the cattle between pastures from a truck or ATV, which 

the cattle associate with the cubes of hay that she brings out when the pasture needs a 

rest. 

Grazing strategies shift according to the time of year. In the rainy season, it takes 

a minimum of 45 days for the grass to recover, but during the dry season, the sequence is 

far longer. The 2006 drought was devastating to grass growth, and it forced the Davises 
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to reduce their herd size from 80 to 50. Additionally, they try to time grazing so that it 

does not coincide with flowering, when the cattle impede seed dispersal.  

Debbie said that her neighboring conventional ranchers think that grass is wasted 

if the cow does not eat it, but this misses the point of the long-term strategy in letting land 

lie fallow (or recover, in the language of Holistic Range Management). 

Debbie acknowledged that they could increase the carrying capacity of their ranch 

through “multi-species, high intensity mob-style grazing.” But, she continued,  

The potential for increased profits from that sort of operation does not 
outweigh the expense of hiring the three men necessary to make it work. 
This is part of our holistic decision-making. We analyze what quality of 
life we want and work backwards to discover what actions we need to take 
to achieve our goal. At this point in our lives, running a low-density, 
single herd fits our lifestyle. 
 
Debbie said that the Longhorns produce a 99% calf crop each year. They sell the 

females off but retain the steers, which will take a couple of years to reach slaughter 

weight.  

The Davises are members of both the Texas Organic Farmers and Growers 

Association (I met Debbie at the 2007 TOFGA conference in Waco) and the American 

Grassfed Association, organizations that promote networking among alternative farmers 

and ranchers. At the 2006 AGA meeting in Colorado Springs, another rancher suggested 

forming a cooperative. Don said, “I don’t like to use that word, but I like what it does.” 

Don has subsequently gathered several producers under the banner of the Grassfed 

Livestock Alliance. Together, they sell grass-fed beef to the Southwest Region of Whole 

Foods. Whole Foods does not buy meat from the Davises, believing Longhorn meat is too 

tough and stringy for most consumers. Instead, they purchase Angus and Devon-crosses. 

As the manager for the GLA, Don takes 5% of the profit and returns the rest to members. 

He spends a good deal of time in the office and traveling, so in time, he hopes to hire a 

manager. For now, however, he will continue to spearhead the GLA’s efforts. 

Belonging to the GLA gives producers a constant buyer, but they must allow 

inspectors hired by Whole Foods to certify their ranch before they can join. Founded by a 

vegan, John Mackay, Whole Foods has strict standards for the conditions in which its 

suppliers raise their animals. Indeed, it contracts with a meatpacking plant near Fort 
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Worth to comply with its animal welfare and food safety standards. Debbie mentioned 

how stressful a long drive is to the cattle. The Davis animals are processed in Utopia, 13 

miles away.  

Despite the skepticism many within the cattle industry hold for Longhorns, the 

Davises are enthusiastic boosters for the breed because they are traditional, tough, and 

disease resistant. Debbie said that although the Whole Foods purchaser has not yet 

figured it out, consumers want Longhorn beef.  

The Davises have a strong sense of identity and consider themselves distinct from 

typical ranchers. “We are not traditional cattlemen,” Debbie wrote me.  

Neither of us grew up on a ranch. Although both families have agriculture 
backgrounds, we were removed by one or more generations.  We are both 
city kids that grew up during the idealistic 1960's and 1970's with 
influences of Rachel Carson and the movement to return to the land as 
chronicled by Paul Berman. We have found we are among an emerging 
group of boomers that worked the first half of their adult life to obtain the 
means to buy their own little piece of paradise...We are unencumbered by 
convention. 

 

The Trans-Pecos 
The Circle Ranch 

 In early September, 2008, I visited the Circle Ranch in Van Horn, just west of the 

boundary between Mountain and Central time. The owner, Chris Gill (Fig. 17), lives and 

works in San Antonio, so the ranch runs on Central time.  

 More than 32,000 acres large, the Circle Ranch is medium-sized for a West Texas 

ranch, but it is vast when compared to its counterparts in the Blackland Prairie and Hill 

Country. In shape, it loosely resembles an upside-down T. The southern portion is 

relatively low and dry, known as “The Desert,” while the northern extension, wetter and 

more rugged, rises to 6000 feet, more than 1000 feet above the desert. The ranch 

headquarters lies in the middle, its porch looking out at a long escarpment and mesa.  

 The morning after I arrived, we assembled at seven in the headquarters dining 

room, where I met Jim Howell, who runs his own ranch in southwestern Colorado but 

also works as a consultant. Chris and his wife, Laura, who also emerged for breakfast, 

attended Jim’s classes with Holistic Management International (HMI) shortly after 

buying the ranch in 2000, and they were sufficiently impressed with Jim’s practical 
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knowledge to hire him. Jim now visits the Circle Ranch twice a year, in May and 

September, to examine the condition of the grasslands and develop a grazing plan. 

 

Figure 16      Chris Gill in front of Sheep Peak 
 In addition to Jim, we were joined by Gary Flowers, the ranch foreman, and 

Jason, a rancher based near San Antonio. The Circle Ranch own no cattle because Chris 

fears that purchasing them in September and selling them off in May would leave him 

vulnerable to price fluctuations, so instead, he contracts with ranchers whose yearlings 

need to gain weight by spending time in pasture. Jason had agreed to ship his cattle to 

Van Horn in September, where they would graze for the next nine months on some of the 

Circle Ranch’s 54 pastures, but given the size of his investment, he came to check up on 

the operation.  

 Unlike neighboring conventional ranches that split their cattle into small herds, 

the Circle Ranch management plan keeps the animals together so that they intensively 

graze one pasture after another. Practitioners of holistic management believe that the key 
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to restoring the fragile desert grassland ecosystem is to mimic the grazing that occurred at 

the end of the Pleistocene, prior to human arrival in North America.  

 The degradation of the West Texas landscape is often cited to illustrate the danger 

of overgrazing. Following the Civil War, cattlemen moved into the area, taking 

advantage of the lush desert grasses to fatten their cattle. However, the region’s soil is 

extremely thin, and it receives little rain 

(an average of 17 inches per year on the 

Circle Ranch) that is notoriously difficult 

to predict in the short term. Cattle need 

lots of water, and their hooves tear up the 

soil even as they consume the plants 

whose roots hold down soil and prevent 

erosion. Without adequate time for 

recovery, the brittle landscape became 

eroded and barren. What ranches exist in 

modern West Texas are enormous and 

have relatively few cattle. According to 

HMI, stocking rates, which ranged as 

high as 6 acres per animal in 1889, now 

average about 135 acres per animal. 

 Management plans on public 

grasslands have consequently focused on resting the landscape to restore its ecology. 

HMI, which was founded by a Zimbabwean named Allan Savory, teaches that over-rest 

has its problems, as well. Without disturbance, the desert grassland becomes swamped 

with shrubs such as creosote, inhibiting grass growth. The ecological niches occupied by 

many desert herbivores then disappear, leading to a crash in the wildlife population.  

 Chris criticized public and private land management that attempts to recreate the 

desert ecology as it was when European descendants arrived in West Texas. Instead, 

citing fossil records and pollen records, HMI contends that the desert grassland plant and 

animal communities were most populous and diverse before the arrival of any humans. 

When humans did cross the Bering Strait at the end of the Pleistocene, about 10,000 

Figure 17         The ranch logo 
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years ago, they hunted the megafauna—camelids, buffalo, antelope, etc.—that dominated 

the continent. Since these species did not evolve with humans, they did not fear them, and 

so they were hunted into extinction.  

 These animals were essential to the ecosystem, spreading seeds and assisting 

germination, providing manure for fertilizer, and allowing water and oxygen to penetrate 

into the soil by impacting it with their hooves. Chris says that the key to restoring such 

ecology is to copy the movement of these ancient herds, which grazed intensively but 

moved quickly over the landscape. With almost all of the megafauna that flourished in 

this ancient landscape extinct, however, cattle may be the best tool for imitating their 

grazing activity. Consequently, the management plan that Jim developed over the course 

of his visit deployed the cattle from pasture to pasture, consuming large quantities of 

grass in short “pulses.” The pasture is then left out of the following year’s rotation, 

allowing it to recover. Chris maintains that the National Resources Conservation Service 

(NRCS), which manages grazing on some public land, would advise that the Circle 

Ranch can support 265 head all 365 days of the year. With the holistic system, however, 

although half the ranch is always in recovery, 1200 cattle can still graze for 240 days, 

which is three times as many stock days as the NRCS estimate. 

 After breakfast, Jim, Laura, Jason, and I piled into the ranch’s F-250, with Gary at 

the wheel, to begin examining the condition of the pasture across the ranch and explain 

the holistic system to Jason. At our first stop, Jim expounded on how he determines how 

long a herd stays in a pasture. Asking us to form a square on the grassland, he estimated 

how much land could support an animal for one day (noted in stock day units, or SDUs). 

The less dense the grass cover, the larger the square, so Jim was enthused when our first 

square was relatively small, especially when he compared it to the record from two years 

previous, apparently a wet year, as well. As Jim knows the acreage of each pasture and 

the number of cattle in Jason’s herd, he could calculate when the herd needs to move and 

still leave some “residual,” as he called the remaining grass. 

 Satisfied, Jason left in the mid-morning, but we continued driving around the 

ranch for the rest of the morning and afternoon. Gary, who wears an expansive handlebar 

moustache and a turkey feather in his straw hat, drove slowly to avoid getting a flat tire 

(and, at several points, squashing turtles), so I had ample opportunity to observe the 
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landscape. It was unusually green thanks to recent rainfall. Since Jim is so experienced, 

he could estimate SDUs simply by looking at the grass cover and referring to records 

from previous years. Due to the wet summer, 2008-9 was shaping up to be a good year, 

though given the size of the ranch, some pastures had received much more rain and thus 

grass growth than others.  

As we drove slowly into some mountain pastures, Jim, an earnest and friendly 

native of California who planned on being a veterinarian until he realized “Being a 

cowboy and an ecologist are compatible,” was visibly enthused about the grass. “Holy 

Mackerel! This was a sorry piece of country,” he said, pointing at a pasture in the desert, 

looking pleased that his recommendations on how to graze the land were validated. “Now 

it’s [the grass] up to the knee.” We did pass a couple of pastures that had not recovered 

adequately, which Jim decided to give an extra year of rest. Although Chris had told me 

how eroded the landscape was when he and Laura bought the ranch eight years before, 

here I could see the bare, eroded reddish earth for myself.  

 Much of the terrain was covered in scrub when the Gills purchased the ranch. 

Using a government cost-share program, they sprayed Spike, an herbicide, to reduce the 

brush, but the paperwork and government interference was tedious. Furthermore, Spike 

can affect plants beyond the target species and influence the genetics of cattle that eat 

“spiked” plants. Laura mentioned their care to avoid riparian areas, but some 

ambivalence remains. “I don’t know how they get people to spray that junk all the time,” 

she said. “They must not worry about the gene pool.” From the high ground on the 

escarpment above the desert, the spiked areas were visibly open and grassy. The 

herbicide has now become prohibitively expensive, however, leading the Gills to rely 

more on burns to reduce scrub. Their staff uses a tool that drips and ignites diesel, a 

technique that is laborious but cautious.  

 Back at the ranch that evening, I sat with Chris and Laura over a cocktail, 

watching the evening light bathe Sheep Peak, the striking limestone mesa on the far side 

of the valley. Chris grew up around San Antonio and went to college and the Wharton 

Business School at Penn. Upon returning to Texas, where he and Laura met, he went to 

work for his father. He now works in real estate and owns an oil and gas company.  
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Laura’s family used to own a ranch in the Hill Country, but she and Chris only 

became seriously interested in holistic ranching after meeting Allan Savory eight years 

ago. Married 38 years, Chris and Laura enjoyed the Hill Country ranch but were troubled 

by the region’s population surge, making it, as Laura said, “too dangerous to hunt.” 

Selling the property, they were able to finance their purchase of the Circle Ranch, which 

has had only three owners in more than a century of existence. “There’s quail, riding; just 

looking around is fun,” said Laura. “Snow in the winter, the kids [of whom there are four, 

all grown] love it.” The Gills are still based in San Antonio, but they usually go west for a 

couple of weekends a month or more during the hunting season. 

 Chris, who is direct and opinionated, was eager to tell me more about the goals of 

ranching. He has written up a strategic plan for the ranch, which is impressive in its 

thoroughness and detail.  

Here, Chris outlines his objectives and strategy. First, he wants to grow more and 

better grass, and he lists grazing benchmarks against which success can be measured. In 

2010, he hopes to have 250,000 stock days harvested from the pastures—in 2008, Jim is 

planning 232,000 stock days, so the goal is quite close. Chris also wants the ranch to turn 

a profit. Currently, its budget is over $300,000, but it runs in the red by about $30,000. 

Finally, he wants to increase the number of free-ranging game animals, including Mule 

Deer, elk, Desert Bighorn Sheep, Pronghorn Antelope, and game birds such as quail, 

dove, wild turkey, and Chukar.  

 The full scope of Chris’ plan only becomes clear in light of the last point. 

Although many ranch managers believe that the cattle compete with other species such as 

sheep and antelope, Chris maintains that these animals fill different ecological niches, 

and as long as grazing is carefully managed, they will actually flourish in coexistence.  

 “Truth is,” said Laura, “we make more money off the grass than the cattle.” 

Although the cattle generate some revenue, it is a relatively small amount relative to what 

guests are willing to pay to hunt. Last year, the Gills received one permit to shoot Desert 

Bighorn Sheep on their property, which they sold for $75,000. Guests pay $5000 per 

animal to hunt Desert Mule Deer, which netted $45,000 last fall. Elk and quail are also 

popular. All told, the Gills make five or six times as much money from hunting than 

cattle. I stayed in the quarters where their top-paying guests stay; decorated with pictures 
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of Mexican revolutionaries and outfitted with a pool table, television, and shower, it is a 

luxurious place to relax after a day in the field. Guests also eat and drink well, tended to 

by staff cooks.  

 

Figure 18        Exotics on the Circle Ranch 
 There are other sources of income on the ranch, as well. Desert plant sales 

brought in $30,000 last year, while leases allowing cell phone companies to operate 

several antennae garnered $125,000. Nonetheless, hunting has the most potential to 

generate profit, and the high-density grazing of the cattle maintains the ecological 

diversity that supports game animals. 

 There remain some improvements necessary if the ranch is to reach its cattle 

carrying capacity (which will still fluctuate from year to year with rainfall). In some 

areas, brush still outcompetes grass, so the strategic plan calls for more controlled burns. 

And while water tanks are scattered all over the ranch, there are still a few pastures that 

are underserved. “Water is the bottleneck,” said Jim, meaning that water, not grass, is 

what limits the number of cattle. Its scarcity makes it difficult for 1000 cattle to drink 
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without the source going dry. In fact, the lack of water nearly forced Jim to split the herd 

in two under this year’s grazing plan, which would have diminished the grazing impact.  

 

Figure 19                             Jim works late 
At dinner, Jim came in late. He had taken a four-wheeler out to observe several 

pastures we missed during the day, and after we finished eating, he took out a large 

spreadsheet on which he wrote the number of SDUs and total stock days (the number of 

cattle multiplied by SDUs). In the morning, he, Chris, and Gary, who as the ranch 

foreman is responsible for actually putting the plan into action, would determine the 

actual logistics of rotating the cattle, bearing in mind that the cattle needed to be at the 

corral by the headquarters in January to be weighed. To be ready for the morning, Jim 

turned down Chris’ offer of a cigar, and he was still punching numbers on the calculator 

when I retired at eleven thirty. 

Before heading off to bed, Chris reflected on the difference in the land since he 

began ranching holistically. “It was a moonscape out here…I guess the results speak for 

themselves.” 
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The Dees Ranch 

On my second morning at the Circle Ranch, I spent a couple of hours meeting 

with Jack Dees (Fig. 21), who owns some of the adjoining land. I got in touch with Jack 

through the Davis Mountains Organic Beef, for whom he was the chief ranching 

consultant; however, it was nearly a year between when I first spoke with Jack over the 

telephone and our actual meeting.  

Jack, 62, was wearing blue denim with a weathered hat atop his head when he 

picked me up. He drives a faithful-looking Dodge pickup, to which was attached a trailer 

containing a colt that Jack was planning to help his son break in. From the Circle Ranch, 

we drove west onto the Dees Ranch. Jack’s grandfather had acquired the ranch, though it 

is now split among his descendants.  

Jack owns or leases tens of thousands of acres scattered across West Texas. His 

main business is a cow-calf operation, and the particular parcel of land he showed me is 

somewhere between 3,500 to 4,000 acres large. At the time of my visit, there were 

nineteen Angus cows and calves and one bull running on it. As we crept along the rocky 

dirt road, Jack pointed out the grass and said that for rain, “This is the best year in 25 

years.” The grass was tall and a bright yellow-green. He added, “It’s desert, despite what 

you see.” 

In back, we carried a pair of cubes of “mineral,” a molasses supplement high in 

protein to give his cattle. We eventually did come across the nineteen Angus cows and 

calves and one bull running on this section, and when we dropped the mineral on the 

ground, they licked at it with the enthusiasm of schoolchildren tasting candy.  

My interest in visiting Jack stemmed from his connection to the Davis Mountains 

Organic Beef; they were the only large-scale Texas-based organic beef retailer that I 

could find in the fall of 2007, and Jack was one of the founders. The owner, whose main 

business was homebuilding, shut the company down when the subprime mortgage crisis 

began, but Jack continued raising cattle. 

Jack, who has worked as a rancher his entire life, has been heavily involved as an 

advisor for larger companies or individuals interested but inexperienced in ranching. In 

1997, he began feeding his cattle organic alfalfa, and though there was then no 

infrastructure for obtaining organic feed, he did manage to locate an organic corn grower 
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in Kansas for the Davis Mountains operation, which started around 2001. In 2002, 

however, the USDA announced its rule for organic certification, and interest in organics, 

which was mainly focused on fruit, produce, and dairy, began to spill over to meat 

production. Though it takes three years for producers to get organically certified (so that 

all traces of herbicides and fertilizers are gone from the land), competition for organic 

grain burgeoned. 

 

Figure 20             Jack watches the herd lick at mineral 
The price for organic commodities rose substantially. Although more growers did 

begin producing organic grains, demand grew by far greater bounds. “It got too good,” 

said Jack. “Dairies went into it big time.” Since many large organic dairies keep their 

cows indoors, the animals consume organic feed that is shipped to the farm instead of 

pasture.  

The resulting exorbitant cost of organic commodities, particularly corn, cut down 

on the profitability of the organic venture. At the time of our interview, Jack said it would 

cost him $25,000 to feed his cattle organically, twice as much as it would with 
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conventional grain. Jack also said that he believes competition with natural beef hurt 

organic beef sales. “95% of the public doesn’t understand the difference.” Natural beef 

means only that the meat receives minimal processing, but the cattle can still eat 

conventional corn, so the costs for natural beef production are relatively cheap. Jack cited 

a friend who has raised both varieties—the costs for natural are about half of organic, yet 

the meat sells for a comparable premium, so the friend logically prefers rearing the 

natural variety.  

Transporting the cattle is expensive, too. The animals usually make three journeys 

during their lifetime: once from the cow to calf operation to a feeder operation, from 

there to the feed yard, and finally to a processing plant. Given the scarcity of organic 

ranches, the distances, and thus the cost of transport, in between may be considerable. 

After experiments with a number of processing plants, Jack ended up sending many of 

his animals up to Omaha for slaughter, considerably farther than most conventional cattle 

travel.  

When I asked Jack about the health advantages of organic systems, he said, 

“That’s kind of why I started…I haven’t sprayed in 25 years,” referring to chemical 

treatments used to kill parasites and flies that attack the backs of cattle. He does not like 

shots, and his cattle have not had many health difficulties. “I think cattle build up a kind 

of resistance.” 

 He also likes the benefits for humans. Before raising organic cattle, he tried to 

breed cattle for low cholesterol. An insurance salesman who happened to notice one of 

his ads told Jack that his family had such a history of cancer that they feared eating beef. 

One morning, while putting out grain for his cows, “I thought, their life is in my hands, 

and I don’t know what’s in this feed—does it pass on to them? So I started researching 

organics.” 

After the Davis Mountains Company went out of business, Jack let his organic 

certification, which was done by a Florida certifier, lapse. It is possible that he will get 

recertified in the future, but given commodity prices, he seemed to think it unlikely 

unless he could find a company willing to invest heavily. Due to the low profit margins 

of raising organic cattle, he thinks five million dollars is probably the minimum 

investment it would take to make an operation viable. “I’m still organic at heart,” he says. 
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“Right now I’m just concentrating on upgrading our cattle [through breeding], but I think 

sooner or later that [organics] will come back.”  

Jack has a passion for breeding cattle. As we drove through the desert grassland, 

he told me about his labors to develop more tender beef by choosing better bulls. He has 

tried this with a variety of breeds but settled on Angus when he realized that the sheer 

number of Angus calves increases the chances of finding bulls with excellent genes.  

I asked if he had considered raising grass-fed cattle. He was well aware of the 

growing interest in grass-fed beef, going so far as to mention that he knew of Whole 

Foods’ interest in it. However, after investigating it a few years ago, he concluded that in 

most cases, grass-fed ranching will not prove profitable over the long term.  

“It’s hard to do the quality,” he explained, alluding to the lack of marbling on 

many of the animals. “As a rule, people will buy grass-fed on principle, but the second 

time, they won’t come back,” he asserted, because they do not like the taste.  

He also said that since grass-fed ranchers raise cattle from calf to maturity, rather 

than buying and selling their animals all at once, they must devote pasture to animals that 

will stick around for years. This reduces the amount available to the eldest, which need it 

most.  

Jack was skeptical that grass-fed ranchers can get their cattle to put on weight 

quickly enough. The USDA has made it illegal to sell animals older than 30 months 

because they are more likely to have Mad Cow Disease. “The bottom line is that it’s 

really more efficient to feed grain,” he said, and he pointed out that conventional systems 

can put a full size steer, 1200-1300 lbs, “on the table” in 15-16 months. He told me that 

the last 200-300 lbs. an animal acquires are mostly meat, so finishing is particularly 

important in creating a profit for ranchers, who are paid by pounds of harvested meat 

instead of the weight of the entire animal. And as far as supplying restaurants and grocery 

chains, he said, “The major markets want a certain size T-Bone.” 

As far as the health benefits of grass-fed beef, he did not dispute research showing 

it to have a healthier ratio of omega-3 fatty acids than corn-finished beef, but he argued 

that it makes little difference to the typical American diet. “To buy grass-fed steak at 

Whole Foods is just a drop in the bucket—most people’s ratio is already too far off.” It 

was an interesting point that I had not encountered before.  
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He did concede that there are ways to make grass-fed ranching profitable, 

particularly by selling to the health conscious. Earlier in the interview, he said, “You can 

compensate for some disadvantages if you have good genetics,” which reminded me of 

Chuck Schmidt, the grass-fed rancher from Fredericksburg who was trying to improve 

the genes in his herd. But he concluded that it is too difficult to run a large-scale grass-fed 

operation. “If you really want to run it [ranching] as a business, you have to work around 

certain parameters.” 

Although Jack’s expertise is in demand as a consultant, but he prefers running the 

ranch. “I never wanted to get so big I couldn’t do it myself,” he said. “I enjoy doing the 

work.”  
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Chapter Five: Who Are Grass-fed Ranchers? 

 
The results of my interviews and survey establish a distinct grass-fed rancher 

profile. Their ranches, almost all located in East and Central Texas are small—the 

median size among respondents was 640 acres—and all market their beef directly to 

consumers, either locally or over the internet. Grass-fed ranchers tend to be highly 

educated and to have tried other careers before ranching, and they often rely heavily on 

off-ranch income. There seems to be little correlation between attitudes and background 

with ranch locations. In sum, grass-fed ranchers differ from conventional ranchers but 

share many traits with organic farmers, as my extended interviews on conventional and 

organic ranches as well as other researchers’ surveys of conventional ranchers and 

organic farmers make clear. 

 

Figure 21     Grass-fed rancher survey respondents 
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To better understand geographical variations among grass-fed ranches belonging 

to survey respondents, I split them into two groups, using I-35 as the dividing line. This 

interstate roughly parallels the 100th meridian, and it is commonly used to separate East 

and West Texas. Contrasting ranches in Texas according to longitudinal differences 

makes sense because variations in rainfall are similarly oriented. Ten ranches lie to I-35’s 

west; the other eight are to the east. The western ranches ranged in size, including leases, 

from 63 acres to almost 1900 acres, with an average size of about 960 acres, while those 

east of I-35 ranged from 40 acres to 242 acres, with the average size being about 160 

acres. No surprises here—ranches grow larger as one moves west, much as researchers 

from Texas A&M observed in their much larger study of Texan ranches.  

 

Figure 22          Grass-fed rancher survey recipients 
Significantly, grass-fed ranches are entirely absent from West Texas. Even on the 

map of survey recipients, there is only one dot west of the Texas Hill Country, up on the 

state’s Panhandle. Unfortunately, its owner did not return a survey, precluding an 
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explanation of how he operates his ranch. Since rainfall is low and tends to concentrate in 

short but dramatic bursts in West Texas, ranches in this part of the state are enormous and 

support only a few stock days per acre. Desert grasslands are brittle, and they take a long 

time to recover from overgrazing. East Texas, in contrast, has a much more humid 

climate, so grass growth is thick and can support a higher density of cattle. Agriculture is 

feasible without irrigation there, however, so competition with farmers for land is more 

intense, and indeed, far more cropland is visible as one drives east from Austin to College 

Station than west to Fredericksburg.  

Grass-fed ranchers are constrained by their own adherence to rules about animal 

inputs. As expensive as it may be, conventional ranchers in West Texas can resort to 

feeding their animals grain in times of drought, while grass-fed ranchers cannot exercise 

this option without compromising the technique that wins them their premium in the 

marketplace. Their success ultimately depends on the health of the grass crop, and in 

West Texas, where some pockets of land can go years without rain, the chances of 

drought are too high for grass-fed ranchers to risk.  

On the Circle Ranch, Chris Gill is able to avoid this liability by using holistic 

techniques. Although the cattle that run on his land are eventually shipped to feedlots to 

be grain-finished and so cannot be called grass-fed, they do survive on grass alone while 

in Van Horn. Mimicking the large, swiftly moving herds of grazers that once roamed the 

desert grassland, Gill’s employees quickly rotate the herds so that their tenure in each 

pasture is brief but intense. These holistic methods, which could revolutionize ranching in 

West Texas, have actually increased the amount of grass in most pastures, and in 

combination with burning and herbicide application are slowly reducing competitor 

species such as creosote that cattle cannot eat.  

Although Gill’s operation is thriving, it is unlikely to be replicated by most grass-

fed ranchers. A successful businessman, Gill has made the most of an opportunity that is 

available to few. Hardly any grass-fed ranchers have the resources to purchase a 32,000 

acre ranch, nor could they allow it to run in the red for several years before beginning to 

break even on their annual budget. Indeed, most of the revenue on the Circle Ranch 

comes from the sale of hunting licenses and leases to cell phone companies with towers 

on the land. The cattle operation serves mainly to restore an ecology hospitable to game 
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species. The Circle Ranch makes the most of a wide array of strategies, but most grass-

fed ranchers focus simply on raising cattle. Some do sell hunting leases to supplement 

their income, but such operations are peripheral to the main business. 

Moreover, the Circle Ranch does not keep cattle on its land year-round. Gill owns 

no animals, instead contracting with other cattlemen to run their herds on his land 

between September and May. This minimizes his exposure to risk and allows the land to 

rest in the hot, bone-dry summer months. Grass-fed ranches, at least as they exist now, 

operate year-round. To emulate the success of the Circle Ranch, a grass-fed ranch will 

need backers with very deep pockets to acquire a vast ranch and install adequate 

infrastructure, as well as to transport the cattle to more hospitable climes in the driest 

months. Such money has yet to enter the grass-fed sector.  

The Texas Hill Country is currently the western frontier of grass-fed ranching in 

Texas. The experience of Chuck and Teppi Schmidt demonstrates the stresses of ranching 

on the grass-fed frontier. They sell their meat at the Austin Farmers’ Market, which 

allowed me to keep abreast of events on their SMS Ranch in Fredericksburg. Over the 

months it became clear how closely their fortunes are linked to rainfall.  

Like many ranchers, the Schmidts were set back enormously by a drought in 2005 

and 2006 that halted grass growth for months, forcing them to sell off 30 cows. They 

spent the next couple of years building their herd back up, and by the time of our 

interview in January 2008, they hoped to raise the number of animals slaughtered to 

seventeen in 2009, up from five the previous year. In the meantime, sales at the Farmers’ 

Market were excellent. During the spring, summer, and fall, Teppi usually sold her entire 

stock before the market was two hours old, yet she only had enough meat to come every 

other week. The Schmidts could not increase their supply of meat fast enough. 

Another drought year for The Hill Country was 2008. When I visited in January 

of that year, the grass was brown and picked over in many places, and Chuck was 

spreading expensive cubes of hay out for the cattle. “The current weather pattern has the 

ranch in worse condition than at the end of the 2006-05 drought,” he wrote me that fall. 

Luckily, he and his brother-in-law found some land available for lease in adjoining 

counties where their cattle could actually run more cheaply than on their own ranch, 

which may be significant for their future plans. Nonetheless, during our bi-weekly chatter 
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at the market, they seemed worried and frustrated that they might again be compelled to 

cull their herd.  

Four grass-fed rancher survey respondents own land on the Blackland Prairie, 

where rainfall is more abundant. It is still a concern—in my survey, a rancher from Iola, 

just east of College Station, mentioned drought as one of the greatest obstacles to running 

her ranch—but concern about rain never came up in my interview with Betsy Ross, my 

grass-fed interview subject in the region. My visit did occur in the fall of 2007, which 

was preceded by an exceptionally wet summer.  

The remaining nine respondents (one did not give his address, but the envelope 

was postmarked in Fort Worth) live in North Texas. While I did not conduct any 

interviews in this region, none of these ranches are farther west than any in the Hill 

Country. They are fairly evenly scattered—once one moves east of the 100th meridian, 

ranches seem to occur at a relatively uniform frequency until the prairie gives way to the 

Piney Woods.  

The grass-fed ranchers in my survey tended to have high level of educations and 

to have begun ranching after pursuing another career. 11 of the 18 respondents had a 

graduate degree, while all but one had at least a Bachelor’s Degree. Of the 15 ranchers 

who responded to the query about prior occupation, every single one came to ranching as 

a second (or third) career, usually totally unrelated to agriculture. “Just doing this in 

retirement from my first career,” wrote Michael Wright of McDade, Texas, one of four 

ranchers who started in retirement. These results were similar to the findings of surveys 

that inquired about organic farmer education levels (Lockeretz 1995; Egri 1999). Organic 

farmers tend to be well-educated and often turn to alternative agriculture as a second 

career, although since farming is much more physically demanding than ranching, I 

suspect few take to it in retirement. I did not ask about age in my survey, but since at 

least four of my eighteen respondents are retired, I doubt that the average age of grass-fed 

ranchers is younger than that of conventional counterparts, in contrast to the relative 

youth of organic farmers.  

My conventional rancher interview subjects near Austin, both career cattlemen, 

provide counterpoints. Verlin Callahan, the fourth generation of his family to be involved 

in farming and ranching, never strayed far from a career in agriculture. Though he briefly 
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flirted with engineering while at Texas A&M, his love for cattle won out. Upon 

graduation, he became involved in designing and managing a feedlot operation in Laredo, 

and after the death of his father, he came home to take over the family feed business. 

Similarly, Kenneth Meyer never strayed far from his roots in Fredericksburg. After high 

school, he resisted going to college and eventually got involved in the hog business. By 

his mid-twenties, however, he had returned to the family ranch, where he has remained 

ever since. My interviews suggest that conventional cattlemen are more likely to grow up 

on ranches than grass-fed ranchers and are more embedded in ranching culture. 

Grass-fed ranchers often rely on off-ranch income. Only two respondents derived 

their entire income from their ranch, while three others received more than 50%. Nine 

respondents received less than 10% of their income from the ranch. The A&M 

researchers, Rowan and White, asked about off-ranch income in 1990, and they found 

that ranchers tended to rely on it more in the eastern half of the state. There was no 

correlation between off-ranch income and locale in my survey, perhaps because no 

respondents replied from farther west than the Hill Country.  

The correlation between high education levels and reliance on off-ranch income 

evident among grass-fed ranchers was true for my conventional rancher interview 

subjects, as well. Chris Gill, graduate of the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton 

Business School, does not rely on his ranch for any of his income; in fact, it is his income 

that fuels the Circle Ranch. Kenneth Meyer, on the other hand, who did not attend 

college, makes his entire income from his ranch (his wife does work as a nurse).  

The relative uniformity among grass-fed ranchers is striking: almost all spent a 

substantial amount of time as students, and few are heavily dependent on their ranch for 

income. Such a finding establishes that many grass-fed ranchers are, at least as John 

Fraser Hart defines them in his article Bovotopia, “hobby ranchers.” Most grass-fed 

ranchers would argue that this appellation obscures their work ethic and equates carefully 

considered ethical and financial choices with the purchase and display of cattle to gain 

social status. Nonetheless, Rowan and White ended their article with the following 

conclusion. 

People enter ranching for many different reasons. The trend seems to be that 
individuals with nonranching vocations and little or no agricultural background 
become financially secure from off-ranch sources and buy or inherit rural land for 
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lifestyle, recreational, or aesthetic considerations. Profit, per se, is not always the 
primary motive for ownership. These “ranchers” may own only a few hectares, or 
may invest in sizable acreages, but the majority of “ranches” in Texas are small 
(median of 263 hectares) (Rowan and White 1994). 
 

Statistically, there may be little difference between grass-fed and hobby 

ranchers—both types of ranch tend to be small and generate less revenue than the typical 

conventional ranch. Indeed, as Rowan and White discern, profit is not the most important 

motivation for all ranchers. They might elevate their discussion by incorporating two 

significant points: whether small ranchers reside on their ranch and if they personally 

rotate cattle from pasture to pasture. All the grass-fed ranchers whom I have met fulfill 

this criteria, but I suspect that few hobby ranchers do. 

The A&M survey further suggested that many of the best educated ranchers are 

among the legions that begin ranching in east-central Texas because they previously 

worked in or around a nearby city. Among my grass-fed rancher survey respondents, 

many, especially the retirees, viewed ranching as their true vocation, but the business is 

so risky that they were afraid to begin until they achieved financial security by another 

means.  

Don and Debbie Davis are good examples of this type of grass-fed rancher. Part 

of the baby boom generation, they both grew up in cities and attended UT-Austin. 

Steeped in the ideas of the environmental movement, they nonetheless initially based 

their careers in Austin, where Don thrived as an architect. Eventually, they prospered 

enough to move to Tarpley and concentrate on ranching full-time. At the end of my 

chapter on the Seco Valley Ranch, I quoted Debbie’s summary of how she and Don were 

able to pursue their career. “We have found we are among an emerging group of boomers 

that worked the first half of their adult life to obtain the means to buy their own little 

piece of paradise...We are unencumbered by convention.” “[Our] own little piece of 

paradise” is a surprising phrase for her to use because its language, evoking a tourist rural 

idyll, reinforces the perspective that lumps all small-scale ranchers with hobby ranchers, 

regardless of their work ethic. Nevertheless, the Davises are more reliant than most grass-

fed ranchers on their ranch for income, and my visit made it clear that they are extremely 

hard working. Ranching is not a hobby: it is their life.  
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 Although many grass-fed ranchers own land in east-central Texas because it is 

relatively near to the cities from which they move out, such locations are good for 

business, too. When asked how they sell their beef, all but one respondent mentioned that 

they are responsible for sales. Grass-fed ranchers market their beef directly, whether 

relying on the internet, word of mouth, or sales from their ranch store, while a few also 

market through local and regional stores. It is therefore imperative for these ranchers to 

have access to population centers where they can sell their beef, unless they depend 

entirely on the internet. Jon Taggart, of Grandview, Texas, described his system of 

distribution, one of the most complex of any survey respondent. “We process our own 

[beef] and direct market it with home delivery, retail store in Grandview where we 

process. Also sell to a few select restaurants. We ship nationwide too. In our store we 

have a hamburger restaurant of our own.” 

 Farmers’ markets, larger and more common in urban areas than rural, are 

important outlets for many grass-fed ranchers. At the time of our interview, the Schmidts 

sold their beef exclusively through the Austin Farmers Market, only a two hour drive 

from Fredericksburg. Betsy Ross, too, has sold her meat through farmers’ markets as well 

as Austin-based Peoples Pharmacy. These days, her newest distributor, Whole Foods, 

which buys all the beef she can produce, is making the most of her proximity to the 

market. For at least a year, all the grass-fed beef in the Austin store was labeled with tags 

identifying the source (inaccurately, in many cases) as the Betsy Ross Ranch to impress 

“locavore” consumers.  

The chain of distribution for conventional beef is extremely segmented, as the 

experience of my conventional interview subjects demonstrates. None have any 

responsibility for marketing, nor are any involved in the slaughter of the animals. 

Kenneth Meyer runs a cow to calf operation, so he has plenty of experience with birthing 

calves, but all are sold after they are a little more than half a year old. Both Verlin 

Callahan and Chris Gill’s ranches are essentially feeder operations, where the steers go to 

put on weight by grazing on good pasture, but all the cattle eventually proceed to feed 

yards. My attempts to gain permission to visit a feed yard were thwarted; bad publicity 

has induced many owners to severely limit access, often in the name of biosecurity, so 

my only experience of these crowded cattle pens were limited to a brief tour of the 
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Graham Company Feed Yard in Gonzalez and a purely olfactory impression of the 

multitude that exist in the Texas Panhandle. 

Such a decentralized system makes proximity to markets of little concern to 

conventional ranchers. The various aspects of the cattle-raising system do cluster to cut 

down on freight costs (the feedlots and slaughterhouses that concentrate in southwest 

Kansas and the Texas Panhandle were originally located to take advantage of the regions' 

cheap corn), and the entire system thrives in areas where rent is low and grain is cheap—

in short, far from cities where sensibilities about health and aesthetics might be offended 

(Hart 2003: 50).  

Many large organic farms operate at a similar distance from their consumers, but 

small and medium sized organic farms, in contrast, engage in direct marketing, which 

requires some proximity. In the introduction, I cited several statistics demonstrating the 

growth of farmers’ markets and CSAs, which is driven by the proliferation of small and 

medium size organic farmers. Interestingly, a 1995 survey of farmers’ market vendors 

found that while farmers’ markets accounted for 35% of sales for full-time growers (both 

organic and conventional) sales, part-time growers (hobby farmers?) sold 68% of their 

products in farmers’ markets (Lyson et al. 1995). Farmers’ markets seem to be a 

particularly effective outlet for part-time farmers and ranchers, perhaps because sales at 

farmers’ markets tend to be low but consistent.  

Grass-fed ranchers, then, closely resemble small organic farmers in distribution 

methods as well as background, and, as my final chapter will discuss, in their reasons for 

embracing alternative agriculture.  Why, then, do they fail to embrace organic ranching? 
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Chapter Six: Why Grassfed Ranchers Reject Organic Methods 

 
Texas has few organic farms. It does not support much produce farming (an 

exception is citrus), the sector of agriculture with the highest percentage of organic farms 

(Oberholtzer 2005). Dairy, the industry with the second highest number of organic 

producers, is similarly weak in Texas. Nonetheless, the Texas Department of 

Agriculture’s efforts to provide organic certification predate those of the USDA. In fact, 

when the TDA started to design its certification programs, only eight states had organic 

labeling laws, and, reflecting some of the state’s agricultural strengths, it was first to 

certify organic cotton, wool, and mohair. 

Still, for a state known for its beef production, the extraordinary paucity of 

certified organic ranches is startling. When I began the research for this thesis, the TDA, 

Texas’ main certifier, listed three organic cattle operations on their website. A year and a 

half later, two of these producers were no longer certified, though two new ones had been 

added (Texas Department of Agriculture, Livestock Farms). In the fall of 2008, the TDA 

listed slightly more than 150 organic producers on its website (Texas Department of 

Agriculture, Organic Farms). In contrast, when I began my thesis on organic dairy 

farming in 2004, 400 farms were certified organic in Wisconsin (Riely 2005). Unlike 

grass-fed ranching, organic ranching is not catching on in Texas.   

 My organic rancher interview subjects explained why they chose organic methods 

in terms similar to grass-fed ranchers’ reasons for choosing their own methods. “The real 

reason to get certified is marketing,” said Peggy Sechrist, an opinion shared by Jerry 

Cunningham. Davis Mountains Organic Beef, Jack Dees’ employer when he raised 

organic cattle, was certified because its owner expected that organic labeling would 

increase profits, but Jack came a different conclusion in the wake of the company’s 

shutdown. Referring to natural beef, he said, “95% of the public doesn’t understand the 

difference,” indicating that the organic label has fewer benefits in the livestock sector 

than in produce and dairy. Indeed, there is less competition among alternative labels 

within these industries. Produce farmers have not adopted any labels besides organic, 

while milk cartons are free of natural or grass-fed classifications (free-range and cage-

free labels, however, have caught on with chicken and egg producers eager for the 
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attention of environmentally-conscious consumers). Choosing between natural, grass-fed, 

and organic beef is a difficult task unless the consumer is particularly well informed. 

 The organic ranchers were motivated by ethics and health, as well as marketing. 

As practitioners of grass-fed and organic ranching, Peggy and Richard Sechrist have a 

unique perspective, and her experience as a teacher for Holistic Range Management has 

influenced them both. Their critique of conventional ranching was perhaps the most 

comprehensive I heard during my interviews, particularly because they pointed out the 

flaws with both organic and grass-fed techniques. They criticized the USDA rules for 

allowing grass-fed cattle to feed on hay or grass that is treated with fertilizer and 

herbicides (in practice, I have never heard of a rancher putting fertilizer on pasture, 

though some apply it to feed crops. Many use herbicides that compete with grass). “If 

you kill everything in the soil, you have to keep feeding it [with fertilizers],” said 

Richard. “Our challenge was to ranch without outside inputs.” As this last sentence 

shows, the Sechrists are especially driven by non-economic issues. Wary about the health 

ramifications of humans eating meat from animals that have received antibiotics, they 

forewent antibiotics for their cattle and reduced sickness enough to save money by 

avoiding visits from the veterinarian. “If you’re not compromising their immune system 

with antibiotics, they don’t die,” said Peggy. They also castigated the USDA rules for 

permitting organic cattle to be finished on organic corn rather than confining them to 

pasture. Grain-finishing, they asserted, is wasteful because making the choicest parts of 

the animal sufficiently marbled to impress conventional critics transforms much of the 

animal’s less desirable but edible meat into pure fat, as well as causing severe health 

problems for the cattle due to stomach acid buildup associated with a corn diet.  

Jack Dees, ever the businessman, is skeptical that animals could gain enough 

weight in time for sale if they subsist only on grass; his ranch lies in the desert grassland 

of the Trans-Pecos, where rain is rare and pasture sometimes painfully thin. Nonetheless, 

he too spoke of his aversion to treating cattle with chemicals to kill pests; he ceased such 

sprays long before organic methods became well known. 

 In short, these organic ranchers pay for certification because of its price premium 

and health benefits for the humans, animals, and land.  
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Curiously, grass-fed cattle ranchers choose to sell their products as grass-fed for 

exactly the same reasons. They want the price premium of a high-quality niche product, 

allowing them to survive against larger conventional competitors, and they fear the health 

effects of conventional production systems. Yet grass-fed ranchers have rejected organic 

methods in favor of grass-fed, for which the USDA did not establish a certification 

system until October 2007. Even then, it only made certification voluntary. So despite the 

efforts of the USDA and American Grassfed Association, which is creating more 

stringent rules for its own label, grass-fed ranchers find themselves in a similar position 

to that of organic producers before the NOP rules—exposed to competition with 

producers who raise their cattle conventionally but sell it as grass-fed. It is surprising that 

they persist, so I explored the reasons in my interviews and surveys.  

 Jerry Cunningham, an organic rancher, had his own theory about the resistance to 

organic ranching. “It’s a matter of a poor price structure.” He explained to me that the 

TDA is under a mandate that requires it to support its organic program using certification 

fees, which makes the TDA fees higher than certification agencies in other parts of the 

country. A couple of other producers I spoke with echoed his concern; according to 

Leslie Mackinnon, the TDA’s Coordinator for Organic Certification, who responded to 

my queries by email, “We are required under the Texas Organic statute to establish fees 

at a level that will recover the costs of administering the program…We attempt to get as 

close as we can to full cost recovery, but we are always having to make projections based 

on past performance.” Although organic certification is expected to recover its costs, 

funding remains even if the collected fees run short. 

The TDA publishes its formula for calculating certification fees, allowing 

comparisons with other certification agencies. I chose Oregon Tilth, a nonprofit 

certification agency, for comparison because its home state is a center for alternative 

cattle ranching. Country Natural Beef, a successful cattle cooperative that is a model for 

the Grassfed Livestock Alliance, was founded there, and Oregon Tilth, which began its 

certification program in 1982, has expanded its operations across the country so that it is 

now perhaps the best known organic certifier. 

 The TDA certification fee is simple to calculate, though the animals and land are 

certified separately. To certify pasture, it costs $50 for 100 acres, plus $5 for each 
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additional 100 acres. Organic livestock certification fees are $200 per type of livestock if 

the ranch covers more than 50 acres of land. The minimum charge is $175 (TDA, 

certification fees).  

Oregon Tilth’s system is more complicated. Producers pay a percentage of their 

income that varies according to a sliding scale; the higher the producer’s income, the 

smaller the fraction of money the producer owes, though the absolute sum is higher. For 

example, a producer making between $5,000 and $10,000 pays Oregon Tilth $334, 

whereas an operation generating between $400,000 and $500,000 in sales pays $2417. 

Thus their system favors large producers. There is an additional $75 inspection fee for 

members in Oregon (more for those out-of-state), and the minimum fee is $290 (Oregon 

Tilth).   

 Comparing the TDA with Oregon Tilth is difficult because the organizations base 

their calculations on different variables. However, the situation of a fictitious rancher 

(though similar to the profile of several whom I interviewed) may be helpful. This man, 

who has 1000 acres of land, owns two different breeds of cattle, and makes $30,000 a 

year from his operation, would owe the TDA $500 for certification, while his bill for 

Oregon Tilth’s bill would be $508. Evidently, while there may be cases of ranchers with 

low income but many breeds of cattle for whom it will be considerably cheaper to be 

certified by Oregon Tilth, the TDA’s prices are not generally higher than the norm, 

despite what I heard in my interviews.  

 Jerry Cunningham, whose comments steered me toward this line of inquiry, was 

undoubtedly paying more for certification than the typical organic livestock producer, 

however. In addition to raising chickens for eggs, which requires that he pay to certify 

both his land and animals, he also runs a certified feed mill (commercial feed processor, 

in the language of the TDA), which adds an extra $600 onto his bill with the TDA. It is 

hardly surprising that he groused about the TDA, but what was more revealing was his 

acceptance of its fees. As the only organic (chicken) feed mill in Texas, Jerry was clearly 

taking advantage of the scarcity of organic feed necessary to raise organic chickens. His 

mill, only a couple of years old, was bustling, and he was already planning to expand into 

dairy feed production. Demand was so high that advertising was unnecessary.  
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 Jack Dees, on the other hand, experienced the low supply of organic grain from a 

purchaser’s point of view. Although it was affordable for him to feed his cattle with 

organic grain in the early part of this decade, it became far more expensive when large 

organic dairy farms began purchasing organic feed, driving up prices. By the time of our 

interview, he surmised that it would cost him twice as much money to feed his cattle with 

organic instead of conventional grain. The Sechrists did not experience this pinch since 

they never finished their cattle on grain, but Verlin Callahan cited the cost of organic feed 

as one of the primary disincentives to conventional ranchers considering organic 

methods. As one of his friends crudely put it, “If it’s organic, it ain’t making money, 

because that shit [organic corn] is high.” 

 Organic grain is scarce and expensive. A field must be chemical-free for three 

years before it can be certified organic, so transition from conventional systems that use 

fertilizers and herbicides to organic is slow—indeed, too sluggish to keep up with 

exploding demand. The TDA has recently set up an “Organic Feed and Forage Hotline” 

to assist ranchers desperate for organic grain. Still, in response to the survey question 

about why or why not they would consider pursuing organic certification, not a single 

grass-fed rancher respondent mentioned the cost of organic grain as a deterrent. As grass-

fed ranchers, they are against corn finishing. So, while the expense of grain may be a 

significant obstacle to the growth of organic ranching, it primarily deters conventional 

ranchers considering conversion rather than grass-fed ranchers. 

 In the surveys, grass-fed ranchers suggested that their concerns about organic 

certification lie elsewhere. All seventeen answered my question, “Would organic 

certification be appealing to you? Why or why not?” and all but two flatly responded in 

the negative. Their reasons varied, but they tended to show suspicion of government and 

regulation. 

 A trio of libertarian minded ranchers cited their opposition to rules. One, Sue 

Williams of South Henderson, wrote, “There’s too much regulation now!” Four others 

rejected the idea of entering into a program sponsored by the USDA. “USDA is part of 

the cause of ill health, and they are helping corporations to destroy the organic 

movement,” wrote one rancher who asked not to be quoted by name. Warren Weldon, of 

Graham, answered in a similar vein. “I have no desire to work with the government. The 
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USDA is a puppet and is in the back pocket of big industry, its labeling standards don’t 

mean a damn thing and completely mislead consumers.” “Since the USDA organic 

certification could be applied to the wheat gluten the pet companies got from China, I 

think not,” wrote Jeff McSpaddon, Jr. of Marble Falls. “NO NO NO,” wrote Gerry 

Shudde of Sabinal. They do not listen to the small producers and their concerns.” These 

sentiments were echoed by three more ranchers who criticized corporate influence in 

writing the organic standards. Jon Taggart of Grandview wrote, “I think the ‘organic’ 

label is losing some of its credibility because ‘big’ companies and imports [are] using it. 

We direct market and our customers place a good deal of trust in us.” 

 In all, nine of the fifteen respondents against organic certification expressed 

unease with the government rules or the influence of larger competitors. During my 

outing with the Schmidt family to their ranch, Chuck gave a very firm response when I 

asked if he was interested in organic certification. “I don’t want government that deep in 

my business.” In his survey response, he wrote, “Industrial organic has manipulated the 

standards to their benefit. We may pursue [grass-fed] certification through some other 

independent groups in the future.” 

 Two grass-fed ranchers criticized health problems they associate with organic 

rules. Marguerite Robbins of Greenville wrote, “I do not believe that the animal’s health 

is optimal in NE TX [northeast Texas] with organic methods. We raise without 

hormones, etc.” In fact, the USDA does not permit animals that are given growth 

hormones to be certified organic. Among producers as well as consumers, considerable 

confusion still exists about the specifics of regulations, which is not helped by the 

proliferation of competing grass-fed certification systems.  

 Two ranchers discounted certification due to expense or labor. “Too much labor; 

not enough monetary advantage,” wrote Debbie Davis after our interview. Karen 

Hadaway of Bedias added, “Not enough sugar for a dime. Expensive to attain 

certification and our customers do not require it.” Betsy Ross answered in kind when I 

questioned her out on her ranch. She felt that the grass-fed label, certified or not, 

provided enough of a marketing edge by itself.  

 One rancher objected to the organic rules on the grounds of quality. “In the case 

of beef,” wrote Michael Wright of McDade, “they totally ignore the areas of genetics and 
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grass quality. An animal can be certified organic and have neither the genetics or the 

grass quality needed to produce tender, tasty meat.” 

Finally, in an ominous sign for the organic label, two of my interview subjects 

mentioned the ease with which a producer can lie to the inspector. Betsy Ross told me 

that some of the “organic” hay she purchased produced poor quality grass when it came 

out the other end of the cow as manure, leading her to believe that the hay was in fact 

conventional and contaminated with fertilizer and herbicide residue. Verlin Callahan, too, 

mentioned that he was skeptical about organic agriculture because producers can lie to 

inspectors. Such an attitude may reflect the rather libertarian outlook of many Texan 

ranchers, but it also shows a distinct lack of confidence in the inspection process.  

  In sum, grass-fed cattle ranchers overwhelmingly rejected the organic label. 

Tellingly, the only rancher who expressed wholehearted interest in organic certification 

wanted to use it as a marketing tool rather than as a way to improve meat quality. The 

expense of certification was of little import to these ranchers; few had considered 

certification strongly enough to calculate the cost, and surprisingly few objected to 

certification on health grounds, though my interview subjects were quick to point out the 

health advantages conferred by grass finishing instead of corn finishing. In fact, in 

response to my question about whether they considered their operation sustainable, grass-

fed, or organic, six described their ranches as grass-fed and uncertified organic or near 

organic.  

  Although these grass-fed ranchers object to some organic methods—corn 

finishing, for instance—most were more critical of the USDA regulatory structure. Many 

believe that corporate cattle businesses have undue influence with the USDA, 

undermining its credibility and making it more difficult for the smaller grass-fed 

operations to survive. The manner in which the USDA went about defining grass-fed 

ranching did nothing to inspire confidence, as the original proposed rules would have 

allowed corn finishing, and the final rules allow grass-fed cattle to be treated with 

antibiotics and growth hormones. Furthermore, they only stipulate that the animals have 

access to pasture during the growing season, blurring the distinction between grass-fed 

and conventional. Access is a controversial term, open to wildly different interpretations. 

These clauses are purposely vague, and they will primarily benefit feedlot operations 
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because antibiotics are needed to quell disease in Concentrated Animal Feeding 

Operations (CAFOs), while owners usually use growth hormones to minimize the 

number of days an animal eats costly feed and is exposed to disease. Grass-fed ranchers 

save money by shunning antibiotics and growth hormones. Their cattle move quickly 

enough to avoid pests, and they do not need to hurry animal growth because their grass is 

free. The tone of some responses by grass-fed ranchers was notable for its vehemence 

and scorn, betraying a deep cynicism with government and wariness at being taken in by 

corporate arguments. Their skepticism may well be justified, if the example of the 

organic dairy industry is heeded.  

Organic dairy, which is considerably larger and more developed than the organic 

or grass-fed beef industries totaled $2.4 billion in sales in 2005, about 17% of the entire 

organic sector (Organic Trade Association 2006). People seem to associate milk with 

health and childhood, which perhaps convinces them to accept premiums for organic 

milk. Indeed, in the 1990s, the organic dairy industry grew the fastest of any sector of the 

organic industry (Greene 2001). 

 As with organic cattle, the NOP rules governing organic dairy cattle mention 

access to pasture, but they do not specify what access entails. Thus it is possible to feed 

dairy cattle organic grain while confining them on large dairy farms (another version of 

CAFOs). The debate over what access entails has played out in the competition between 

the two of the largest organic dairy operations in the country—Horizon Organics and 

Organic Valley—which approach organic milk production in markedly different ways.  

Both companies were founded as cooperatives around the same time—Organic 

Valley in 1988, Horizon in 1992—and both were originally located in rural Wisconsin. 

Their rise roughly mirrored the explosion of the entire organic industry. After initial 

difficulty in finding their market niche, both companies settled on dairy products. 

However, while Organic Valley continued as a cooperative, buying milk only from 

member farms, Horizon, while continuing to purchase from its member farms, also 

bought its own large dairy farm in Idaho in 1994, which holds 8,000 cows, followed in 

1997 by another in eastern Maryland, which houses a comparable number (Brady 2006). 

Growth continued, and in 2003, as major food corporations began taking notice of the 

growing profits in the organic sector, Dean Foods purchased Horizon—now based in 
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Boulder, Colorado—for $216 million (Pressler 2003). Currently, the subsidiary works 

with 515 farms, and according to its website, 80% of its milk comes from members rather 

than its own operations in Idaho and Maryland (Horizon Organic, Our Family Farms).   

Nonetheless, Horizon has received considerable criticism from consumers groups. 

The Organic Consumers Association (OCA) is leading a boycott of Horizon (as well as 

Aurora Organic, supplier to Wal-Mart, Safeway, Costco, and Target) because of the lack 

of access to pasture for cows on the large dairy farms. Logistically, bringing several 

thousand cows out to pasture is a daunting challenge when milking occurs twice daily. 

Practically, this means that the cows generally see pasture for two to three months per 

year, at the end of their lactation cycle. Since the USDA organic standards are vague, 

such conditions are legal as long as the cows are fed organic grain. The abundance of 

fecal waste and irrigation at large dairy farms—the Idaho farm was essentially created 

out of a desert—are also cited as reasons for the boycott (Brady 2006). Although major 

supermarket chains have not dropped Horizon or Aurora, the OCA has made some 

headway among natural food stores and coops. 

 Organic Valley, a giant in its own right with over 1300 member farms, has 

pursued a less controversial but also less lucrative strategy, at least in the short term. 

Although diversifying into citrus and meat production, it has resisted using large dairy 

farms, instead relying entirely on small producers. Such a strategy has thus far proved 

healthy for the cooperative’s image, but the limits to supply come at a price.  

In 2004, Organic Valley’s third largest customer was Wal-Mart. Executives at 

Organic Valley credit Wal-Mart with improving the cooperative’s efficiency and timing. 

Nonetheless, when a case of Mad Cow Disease was found in Washington State in 2004, 

consumers began switching to organic milk in such droves that the demand quickly 

outstripped supply. A shortage in organic grain for feed exacerbated the problem. 

Organic Valley was forced to shortchange its smaller customers in favor of Wal-Mart. 

The specter of competition with Horizon Organic, which was selling milk at 15 cents less 

per gallon than Organic Valley, convinced Organic Valley executives to drop the Wal-

Mart account, despite the fact that the giant retailer had not asked for a price cut. Instead, 

Organic Valley focused on supplying its natural food store and co-op customers, avoiding 

vulnerability by maintaining a diverse set of clients. Though in 2006 Horizon sold $339 
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million worth of milk to Organic Valley’s $232 million, Organic Valley’s business with 

small distributors is growing. It is betting that the innovative nature of these businesses 

and the awareness of its consumers will endow it with long-term viability (Pattison 

2007). 

Meanwhile, the bad publicity from the OCA boycott has begun to take effect. 

Like Horizon, Aurora Organic owns a pair of large dairy farms in Colorado, which 

separately hold 4,000 and 3,200 cows, and one in Texas, with 3,300 cows. When John 

Mackey, the vegan founder and chief executive of Whole Foods visited the smaller of the 

two Colorado facilities, he deemed its conditions poor enough to preclude his grocery 

chain from carrying Aurora milk (Warner 2006). Under threat of losing its organic 

certification, Aurora agreed with the USDA to decrease its herd size and buy more 

pasture, but it now faces several class action lawsuits (Martin 2007). Horizon has not 

generated as much opposition as Aurora, but it was still compelled to issue its “Standards 

of Care,” which details how its raises its cows (Horizon Organic 2007).  

 Thus in the dairy industry, the controversy over pasture access, generated by the 

vague language of the NOP rules, tends to boil down to tension between corporate dairy 

companies and smaller, independent or cooperative producers. The influence consumer 

activism has borne on company behavior is worthy of note. Whether comparable activity 

will occur in regard to organic beef deserves attention. 
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Chapter Seven: What is the Appeal of Grass-fed Ranching? 
 

 
There are essentially three different reasons to take up ranching, whatever the 

method: economics, ethics, or a mixture of the two. Almost all ranchers place themselves 

in the third category. The decision to make a living by producing beef to provide 

American consumers with a tasty and nutritious food, which is how most ranchers view 

their job, is both economic and ethical. The two motivations often conflict, however, 

forcing ranchers to veer toward either side of spectrum. The wealthiest ranchers work 

through the conventional system, in which feedlots with antibiotics, growth hormones, 

and corn feed are normal, to do business with meatpacking companies. Calling such an 

environment unethical is a harsh criticism, but none of the conventional ranchers I met 

would praise those conditions; instead, they praise the system for its efficiency, critiquing 

grass-fed or organic methods for their inability to feed millions of people. The end 

justifies the means.  

I have not encountered any grass-fed or organic ranchers who have become rich 

through their job; they do not own enough land to raise enough animals to make big 

money without compromising their pasture. Instead, they choose their methods primarily 

because they believe them to be healthier than conventional techniques.  

Economically, a rancher adopts grass-fed methods for the same reasons that any 

producer shifts to specialty items: increased revenue per unit sold supports a smaller 

operation, at least as long as high quality is maintained. This is why so many studies have 

focused on the taste of grass-fed beef relative to conventional—if conventional producers 

demonstrate that there is no qualitative taste difference between the two, then consumers 

who purchase grass-fed beef on such grounds will return to the conventional fold. 

Somewhat amusingly, every producer I interviewed, whether grass-fed, organic, or 

conventional, believed his or her type of beef to taste the best. I have eaten many grass-

fed and conventional steaks during this project, with excellent and mediocre examples in 

each category, and I have concluded that grass-fed beef tastes neither better nor worse 

than conventional beef but is sometimes tangier, leaner, and less sweet. Taste is so 

subjective that humans are likely to prefer the most familiar choice. 
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Surprisingly, only five ranchers out of the eighteen who answered my questions 

about grass-fed ranching’s benefits suggested lower costs or increased profits. 

Nonetheless, grass-fed ranchers certainly are aware of the method’s boon to their 

finances. In response to the survey question, Danny Burrows of Kilgore wrote, 

“Cheaper—no chemical fertilizers, no feed, no poisons to kill things, no chemicals on the 

animals: $$$ saved.” “Saves money for rancher and eventually for consumer,” wrote Sue 

Williams of South Henderson, meaning that the health benefits of eating grass-fed beef 

are ultimately enough to recoup the extra price paid in the market. Nonetheless, grass-fed 

ranching, like the conventional system, is a precarious career, especially in a state with 

such variable rainfall. A former rancher who did not give his name returned my survey 

with one bleak sentence: “The drought year before last put me out of the grass-fed beef 

business.” 

 The interviewees spoke of money’s importance in their careers, as well. Chuck 

Schmidt was refreshingly blunt about the grass-fed ranching’s primary attraction to him 

as we rode out to his SMS ranch in his pickup. “It all comes back to economics,” he told 

me. “I’m in this business to make money.” Ranchers did not always explicitly mention 

their financial imperatives, but tight margins were demonstrated by relief at finding cheap 

land available for lease or complaints about the high cost of hay. Most grass-fed ranchers 

also shared an impulse to expand their production, largely to increase their profits. Ten of 

the eighteen survey respondents wrote that they hoped to grow their operations, with 

another unsure. The Davises and Betsy Ross founded the Grassfed Livestock Alliance for 

many reasons, some of which are ethical rather than financial, but they and other grass-

fed producers will benefit enormously from the popularization of grass-fed beef. Like any 

cooperative members, they hope to cultivate their product’s popularity among consumers 

and have access to a steady buyer such as Whole Foods. Richard and Peggy Sechrist were 

of a like mind when they joined forces with other small producers a few years ago to gain 

access to wholesale markets, though ultimately they miscalculated the risk. Like the 

Sechrists, GLA members such as Betsy Ross (the Davises run the GLA but do not sell 

their Longhorn meat through the coop) started out selling their beef locally at health food 

stores, restaurants, and farmers markets before narrowing their outlets to one large buyer; 
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thus the move may leave them similarly vulnerable unless they maintain some of their old 

marketing ties.  

 Surprisingly, Betsy Ross did not think that grass-fed methods gave her a financial 

advantage, though she did acknowledge the marketing value of her grass-fed beef. “The 

money works out about the same [relative to conventional],” she said. She may be correct 

that grass-fed ranchers are generating similar profits relative to conventional ranchers, but 

they are doing so with fewer cattle and smaller ranches.  

One of most common arguments for alternative agriculture and ranching is its 

potential to allow small producers to compete against larger competitors, but none of the 

ranchers in my survey mentioned small size as a benefit of grass-fed ranching. Several 

did mention related attributes, however. George and Henrietta Lovejoy of Clifton listed 

“Light work load; independence; healthy lifestyle,” while Sandy Doss of Rising Star 

mentioned that she found grass-fed ranching “less stressful.” A cooperative such as the 

GLA is an ideal way for producers to maintain their small size, but if, as more than half 

of those surveyed responded, they hope to grow, they will encounter difficult decisions 

that force them to revisit their accommodation of economics with ethics. As the example 

of the CROPP cooperative described in the last chapter shows, wholesale markets are 

most interested in steady supply, and they can apply considerable pressure when 

producers narrow their sales outlets. Grass-fed producers will be highly vulnerable to 

market pressure; an industry that relies so heavily on so unpredictable a resource in Texas 

as rainfall will not be able to sustain a consistent stream of meat to wholesale markets 

without impeccable planning, as the culling of so many herds after the drought of 2006 

demonstrated.  

Most ranchers explained their attraction to grass-fed ranching without explicitly 

referring to size or lifestyle, however. Most tellingly, all but three mentioned grass-fed 

ranching’s health benefits, whether to humans, cattle, or the land itself. His appreciation 

of the grass-fed premium aside, Chuck Schmidt wrote, “Our style…is better for 

everything and everyone involved as we are not using petrochemical based fertilizers, 

insecticides, or herbicides. Our cattle are generally healthier as a result. The product we 

provide to our customers is better for them and for us too.” Chuck and his wife Teppi are 
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good examples of ranchers who are motivated by economics and ethics; they are 

pragmatic but also idealistic.  

Betsy Ross, perhaps the strongest example of an ethically driven grass-fed rancher 

among my interview subjects, was especially voluble about the health benefits of grass-

fed ranching. Raised on a ranch, she spent most of her adult life in other occupations, 

only returning to ranching part-time when she was 55. Even when she took the work up 

full time with the help of her sister in 2000, she used conventional methods. Her 

observations of degraded grass, especially during drought years, convinced her to switch 

to holistic grass-fed methods. “I started doing this because our grass was disappearing,” 

she said. As her quote earlier in the chapter shows, she is not drawn to grass-fed ranching 

by the possibility of extra money but rather is fascinated by the connections between 

human and ecosystem health. “Most people [conventional ranchers] are saying they’re 

going to push, push, push the land,” she said, “but that food does not have health 

benefits.” Betsy’s critique of conventional systems is similar to that of the Sechrists 

described in the last chapter. She fears that the buildup of antibiotics and growth 

hormones in conventional cattle will negatively affect the health of human consumers 

and, in the case of the antibiotics, encouraging resistant strains of disease. On the other 

hand, grass-fed systems provide “nutrient dense food” that is healthier for the consumer.   

Grass-fed beef forms such a minimal part of most diets that grass-fed advocates 

have few tangible health benefits to refer to, the studies showing high levels of nutrients 

in grass-fed beef listed in the literature review notwithstanding. They have plenty of 

anecdotal evidence—Betsy Ross said she digests grass-fed beef more easily than 

conventional, for instance—but such stories are not very persuasive. Betsy was the most 

convincing advocate for grass-fed beef I interviewed, however, because she pointed out 

its demonstrable benefits to animal and soil health on her ranch. By examining soil under 

a microscope in her ranch laboratory, she showed how soil rich in organic matter but 

devoid of herbicides and fertilizers is extremely active with nematodes. Her land contains 

a hive of organic activity, which is undeniably healthy. The grass on her ranch was 

noticeably lusher than that of her neighbors, and, as Debbie Davis did on my tour of the 

Seco Valley Ranch, she pointed out native grass species such various Bluestems and 

Gramas during my visit.  
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Some conventional ranchers would argue that counterparts whose primary 

motivation is improving health rather than making money are dabblers. A rancher I met 

in Elgin, Texas typified this attitude, informing me, “We [conventional ranchers] do 

whatever we can to make money.”  

The conventional ranchers I interviewed were more circumspect about their 

opinions on grass-fed methods, but their skepticism of its economic viability was clear. 

Kenneth Meyer, for instance, grasped the point of grass-fed methods, explaining the 

importance of careful rotation so that cattle are not “standing in their own manure,” 

making antibiotic treatment necessary. Still, he asserted that his ranch was too small to 

establish such a rotation scheme. Since he makes his living entirely from cattle, he needs 

a herd larger than one supported by grass-fed methods to provide him with sufficient 

income. 

Of my three rancher categories, it was most difficult to find conventional 

cattlemen to interview because so many scoffed at the idea of alternative ranching 

methods (the word organic seemed to set off particular scorn). I was introduced to both 

Verlin Callahan and Kenneth Meyer by acquaintances within the cattle world, and simply 

by agreeing to speak with me, they signaled that they are relatively open-minded. Their 

opinions on alternative ranching are therefore likelier to be more charitable than those of 

many conventional cattlemen. Still, Kenneth’s criticism of conventional ranching was 

noteworthy. “Everything’s going backward in agriculture here—[due to the cost of] the 

feed, the fuel.” Like Verlin Callahan and his friends from the coast, he recognized the 

arguments against conventional ranching, especially those regarding high costs. He was 

also annoyed by the contradictory advice from the “experts” at Texas A&M who first 

advised ranchers to make their operations as ambitious as possible but are now 

recommending a more restrained approach.  

The responses to my survey question about the benefits of their method made it 

clear that most grass-fed ranchers share such an appraisal. They believe that grass-fed 

techniques are healthier for humans, animals, and the land than conventional methods. 

“Restoring humus to prevent droughts and flooding, healthy land w/o pesticides, 

herbicides, fungicides that are causing cancer and other disease. Provide Omega 3 and 

CLA to prevent cancer, heart disease, and obesity,” wrote a rancher from North Texas 
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who wished to remain anonymous. Karen Hadaway of Iola responded, “We…rotational 

graze to benefit the soil. No chemicals or comm. fertilizers are used. We are rebuilding 

the soil with carbon matter, compost tea and grazing. We are in daily contact with our 

animals.” “Health benefits for both the consumer and the animal. Environmental 

benefits,” wrote Margeurite Robbins of Greenville, while Lauren Bartholomew of 

Lindenau replied, “Letting the animals eat what they evolved to eat. The meat has higher 

nutritional qualities.” Weldon Warren of Graham wrote, “Healthier beef, trace ability, 

and sustainability,” and Gerry Shudde of Sabinal, “Helps the land. More flavor and 

nutrients in the food. Fun.”  

Like Shudde, several ranchers described how they feel more satisfied about 

ranching due to their choice of methods. Debbie Davis wrote, “I sleep well knowing I’m 

leaving the land better,” while Sandy Doss, in addition to mentioning the less stressful 

aspects of grass-fed ranching, wrote, “More fun. Can see so much improvement in the 

land.” Jeff McSpaddon, Jr.’s response was humorous: “I send the cattle out and tell them 

to bring me a calf the next year. They do that and everyone is happy.”  

Michael Wright of McDade gave perhaps the most comprehensive list of benefits. 

 
1. Works with nature instead of trying to control nature.  
2. Satisfaction of growing healthier, more nutrient dense foods, and 

health benefits of consuming this food ourselves and teaching others 
about the health benefits. 

3. Must learn a great deal about soil chemistry and biology, which is very 
interesting. We will be leaving the land much better than we found it, 
water and nutrient cycling much enhanced. 

 

When asked about what influenced them to take up grass-fed methods, ranchers 

mentioned several influences. Several of my interview subjects, both organic and grass-

fed, as well as two survey respondents, cited Joel Salatin, a Virginian farmer who 

supports localism and farming without artificial inputs. His two books, Pastured Poultry 

Profit$ (1996) and You Can Farm: The Entrepreneur's Guide to Start and Succeed in 

a Farming Enterprise (1998), brought him to notice, and he has subsequently grown in 

fame since Michael Pollan featured him prominently in The Omnivore’s Dilemma. 

Salatin, a graduate of Bob Jones University, is strongly motivated by his Christian faith. 

My survey did not include any questions about religion, nor did my interviews delve into 
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the topic, but I observed objects such as Bibles within houses belonging to several 

interview subjects. Religion may be a powerful ethical motivator for some grass-fed 

ranchers, and Salatin’s advocacy is likely most effective in such circles.   

Four ranchers wrote that Holistic Range Management (now so successful that it 

has changed its name to Holistic Management International or HMI) or its founder, Allan 

Savory, influenced their decision to ranch with grass-fed methods. According to its 

website, HMI’s purpose is “to heal damaged land and increase the productivity of 

working lands. By healing the earth’s desertified lands, and by managing healthy land in 

concert with natural processes, we can repair our malfunctioning ecosystem while 

achieving a “triple bottom line” of economic, environmental and social sustainability” 

(www.holisticmanagement.org). Clearly, HMI’s goals are compatible with those of grass-

fed ranchers, and since it is based in Albuquerque, it is ideally situated to assist Texan 

ranchers including, as described in their chapters, Chris Gill or Richard and Peggy 

Sechrist.  

Three ranchers mentioned the Stockman Grass Farmer, a monthly magazine based 

in Mississippi and edited since 1977 by Allan Nation. It covers and promotes topics 

relating to “management-intensive grazing” (stockmangrassfarmer.net).  

These people and organizations, like the ethical motivations of grass-fed ranchers 

denoted earlier in this chapter, promote a worldview that is critical of conventional 

ranching. It is thus unsurprising if unfortunate that conventional and grass-fed ranchers 

rarely engage one another. Only six respondents to the survey question about whether 

neighboring ranchers are interested in their grass-fed methods answered affirmatively. 

“They are curious but most probably still think we’re a little crazy,” wrote one 

respondent, while another wrote, “No. They are traditionalists and think we are nuts. In 

The Changing Scale of American Agriculture, John Fraser Hart acknowledges the divide, 

writing,  

Some small farmers who have spoken out publicly against large new 
farms complain that they have been ostracized and even harassed by 
neighbors…Some large producers also have problems with city people 
who have moved to the country but are insensitive to the imperatives of 
modern farm operations (Hart 2003: 230). 
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Ironically, though grass-fed ranchers are often more comfortable with urban and 

suburban culture, as befits their marketing methods, they embody the iconoclastic, self-

reliant ideal of ranching culture because they resist the mainstream conventions of 

ranching. Economics are important, but most profess more interest in their job due to its 

benefits to health, whether human, animal, or soil, and their ethical well being.  
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Conclusion 
 

A year and a half after this project began, demand for grass-fed beef continues to 

grow around Austin. The flagship store of Whole Foods has expanded its grass-fed beef 

offerings and now prominently features flyers identifying members of the Grassfed 

Livestock Alliance along with their recommended recipes for beef. Local farmers 

markets are staying open through the winter, each with its own grass-fed meat vendor. 

Though prices for gasoline and corn eased in late 2008, their dramatic increase during the 

previous year reinforced concerns about sustainability, inducing some of my 

conventional rancher interview subjects to question the wisdom of relying on far-flung, 

fossil-fuel dependent transportation systems and corn-finishing in feedlots. Still, both 

grass-fed and conventional ranchers struggled through the winter of 2008, trying to 

outlast a sustained drought that threatened their herds. Unpredictable weather remains an 

enormous challenge to the fledgling industry and may check entrepreneurs as they seek 

contracts with retailers who demand a consistent stream of beef. 

Although I have generally examined grass-fed cattle ranchers separately from 

other producers in alternative agriculture in this thesis, it is impossible to consider their 

future without accounting for the beneficial effects they reap from the success of the 

entire sector. The best thing grass-fed ranchers have going for them is the immense 

public interest in environmentally friendly foods, whatever their label, that is spilling into 

every aspect of eating and drinking. Michael Pollan is as responsible as anyone for the 

growth of grass-fed ranching as anyone, and as long as green consumers and locavores 

sustain their interest, grass-fed ranching is likely to continue to thrive.  

As environmentally-conscious food endures in popularity, agriculture in America 

is changing: results of the 2007 Agricultural Census showed 4% growth in the number of 

farms across the country since 2005, and farm operators became more diverse (USDA 

Census 2007). When John Fraser Hart lectured to an undergraduate geography class of 

mine in 2004, he emphasized, in response to a question from the daughter of an Iowan 

corn farmer, how few conventional farms are run by women, but between 2002 and 2007, 

the number of female principal farm operators increased by 30%. During the same 

period, farm size continued to skew towards very small and very large farms—farms with 
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sales of less than $2,500 increased their numbers by 74,000, while farms with sales of 

more than $500,000 grew by 46,000. Finally, the average age among farm operators who 

began farming after 2002 was 48, nine years younger than the average for all farmer 

operators. Alternative farmers and ranchers seem to have a particularly high number of 

young people and women in their ranks. Providing specific analysis and explanation 

about such trends would be fertile ground for future research. 

My thesis has provided a snapshot of one the last, most conservative sectors of 

agriculture. Rooted in Texas, the thesis describes how the local geography, particularly 

the diminishing levels of rainfall as one moves west within the state, affects ranching 

practices of the conventional variety as well as grass-fed and organic. If its findings about 

the characteristics of most grass-fed ranchers mirror the results of similar studies of 

organic farmers, its demonstration of grass-fed ranchers’ reluctance to pursue organic 

certification, largely due to the weakness of the USDA regulations on organic meat, 

mistrust of government among ranchers, and their belief that their occupation is 

independent and self-reliant, is unique. No other significant sector of alternative 

agriculture (perhaps excepting poultry farming) has so potent a competitor to the USDA 

organic label. Locally raised grass-fed beef is selling for a dollar less than organic beef at 

Whole Foods in the spring of 2008, demonstrating the relatively low costs of grass-fed 

beef, which are likely to reinforce the trend towards grass-fed production.  

As grass-fed beef enters mainstream kitchens, new ranchers are entering the 

grass-fed sector. Many grass-fed producers, in addition to the Grassfed Livestock 

Alliance, are responding to the demand for alternatives to conventional beef by “scaling 

up.” Expansion will bring a host of new challenges, as Lauren Gwin succinctly explains: 

By staying small, they [grass-fed ranchers] can avoid many of the 
problems of scale, yet they may struggle to overcome obstacles in the 
supply chain. Yet innovations to scale up operations—increasing speed 
and volume and, potentially, decreasing price—may compromise the very 
qualities that underpin “grass-fed” (Gwin 2009). 
 

Gwin suggests that fostering a variety of small and mid-sized producers may be optimal 

for balancing production with ethical considerations. Future research might examine how 

higher levels of production are actually achieved. Will ethical considerations continue to 

trump economic, or will new grass-fed ranchers follow the lead of other pioneers in 
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alternative agriculture who subsequently embraced industrial methods? The relationship 

between operation size and motivations is still murky. Measuring people’s business 

rationales is difficult, but it has important implications for agriculture, since my research, 

as well as that of others who have studied alternative agriculture, suggests that small-

scale production is healthier than large-scale. 

 This field of research is critical to the health of American land, animals, and 

people. Rural geographers are ideally trained to analyze the rapidly shifting conditions of 

agriculture, but the sub-field escapes much notice within its larger discipline. Many 

geographers prefer to focus on equally fascinating topics abroad, perhaps in part due to 

the greater availability of grant money for such subjects, and rural geographers employ 

methods that, while sound, are neither new nor controversial enough to win attention in 

their own right. Like others within the sub-discipline, I have relied primarily on 

qualitative interviews. Such techniques involve developing a relationship between the 

interviewer and subjects, risking objective analysis, but they provide immediate 

experience and attend to the local manifestations of larger trends. The resulting analysis 

can thus reveal the full depth and complexity of an issue. Further information—in my 

case, a mail survey and the USDA agricultural census, provides a broader background.  

 Although there are several geographical journals devoted to alternative 

agriculture, there is enormous demand for information about the field among the public, 

as well as in other disciplines such as sociology. Rural geographers, therefore, should 

make every effort to communicate the results of the research beyond their usual confines. 

The changing dynamics of American farming are an exceptional opportunity for grass-

fed cattle ranchers, all alternative producers, and the researchers and writers who seek to 

interpret the new agricultural landscape. 
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Appendix: Acronyms 

 
AGA – American Grassfed Association 

AMS – Agricultural Marketing Service 

BSE – Bovine Spongiform Encephalopath 

CAFO – Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation 

CSA – Community Supported Agriculture 

CLA – Conjugated Linoleic Acid 

GLA – Grassfed Livestock Alliance 

HMI – Holistic Management International 

NGO – Non-governmental organization 

NOP – National Organic Program 

NRCS – National Resources Conservation Services 

OCA – Organic Consumers Association 

OTA – Organic Trade Association 

SDU – Stock day unit 

TOFGA – Texas Organic Farmers and Growers Association 

TDA – Texas Department of Agriculture 

USDA – United States Department of Agriculture 

USDA ERS – United States Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service 
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